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Commercial banks and
more specifically public

sector banks are playing an
important role in employment
generation in the country.
Government of India has
been implementing some of
its important policies for
employment generation, both
in rural and urban population,
with the help of banks.

For example, Prime
Minister's Employment
Generation Programme
(PMEGP), a credit linked
subsidy program is being
implemented by Ministry of
Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises through Khadi
and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC) at the
national level and by KVIC
directorates, Khadi and

Village Industries Board and
District Industries Centers at
the State level. It aims at
generating self-employment
opportunities through
establishment of micro
enterprises by organizing
traditional artisans and

unemployed youth. The
Government subsidy under
the scheme is being distri-
buted to the beneficiaries/
entrepreneurs through identi-
fied banks.

Similarly, Swarnjayanti
Gram Swarojgaar Yojana

(SGSY), a major program for
self-employment for the rural
poor is being implemented by
the District Rural Develop-
ment Agencies (DRDAs) with
the active involvement of
Panchayati Raj Institutions
and Banks by providing them
income-generating assets
through a mix of bank credit
and governmental subsidy. 

Micro Units Development
and Refinance Agency Ltd
(MUDRA) is engaged in
extending financial assist-
ance to micro enterprises.
MUDRA provides support for
inclusive finance through
refinance to primary lending
institutions, financing income
generating micro enterprises
loan upto Rs 10 Lakh under
Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana
(PMMY) and overdraft

amount of Rs 5000/-
sanctioned under Pradhan
Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana
(PMJDY).As on 31.3.2017,
MUDRA has partnered with
27 PSBs, 18 Private Sector
Banks, 31 RRBs, 13
State/Urban Cooperative
banks and 73 MFIs and 31
NBFCS and has refinanced
an amount of Rs. 3,525.94
crores in 2016-17 as
compared to Rs. 3,783.20
crores in 2015-16.

Agriculture sector provides
the maximum employment in
the country and micro, small
and medium sector is the
second most employment
generating sector.
Commercial banks have
played a key role of providing
finances to both these sectors
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ROLE OF BANKS IN
EMPLOYMENT GENERATION 

IAS (MAINS) 2018:  HOW TO
IMPROVE WRITING STYLE

S.B. Singh

Every year, UPSC conducts
IAS main exam around this

time ( i. e, September- October)
consisting of an optional paper,
four GS Papers, an Essay Paper
and the language test. Given the
huge syllabus and  diverse areas
of topics, the main examination is
truly the "mother of IAS
Examination."  It requires a well
strategised, advance preparation
spanning months before the real
commencement of the UPSC
Exam. Among the three levels of
the exam viz; prelims, mains and
the interview, it is the mains
exam that holds the clue to your
real rank, cadre allotment and
choice of service  because it
accounts for the bulk of marks
i.e. 1750 marks out of a total of
2025 marks which combines
both mains and interview marks.
Thus, it goes without saying that
the mains is the determining
factor in your success and your
rank and cadre allotment.

Needless to say then that utmost
importance should be attached to
this segment of the exam with a
careful thought and a winning
strategy. The two important skills
tested in the mains exam are:

1. Cognitive skill:
Cognitive skill is a process of
acquiring knowledge and
understanding through thought,
experience and sense. It is not
important just to acquire
knowledge but also to make

sense of it in the given context.
The first step to gain cognitive
skill is to access knowledge
through a variety of sources
comprising text books, reference
books, journals, newspapers etc.
The second step is to hone the
skill of making sense of the
acquired knowledge. In other
words, the acquired knowledge is
not to be  reproduced as it exists,
but recrafted and rehashed to
make sense to a particular

question asked. So the cognitive
skill will put to test both your raw
intelligence as well as your
refined intelligence.

How to develop Cognitive
skills? An aspirant is usually
advised to depend on few
popular books on each subject
which are easily available in the
market. No doubt these books
are necessary as they contain
the basic information. But just
confining yourself to just these
few books will  put you in the
narrow lanes of preparation.
What you really need to do is to
access a wider path, a highway
of preparations. For this, you
need many more sources to be
consulted. To cite an example,
one may read a basic book on
history by Bipan Chandra. But it
will not provide  a complete
perspective on modern Indian
History. One must also read
books like Discovery of India by
Nehru, which provides beautiful
insights into Indian history,
culture etc. The current format of
the main exam, is quite different

Continued on page 31
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My dear countrymen,
Namaskar. Today, the

entire country is celebrating
Rakshabandhan. Heartiest
greetings to all fellow citizens
on this auspicious occasion.
The festival of
Rakshabandhan symbolizes
the bond of love and trust
between a brother and a
sister. For centuries, this
festival has proved to be a
shining example of social
harmony. In the nation's
history, there are
innumerable accounts of this
sacred thread, binding
together people of distant
lands, different religions,
around a spindle of trust. In a
few days from now, we shall
celebrate the festive
occasion of Janmashtami.
The whole atmosphere will
reverberate to the sonorous
chants & calls of 'Hathi,
Ghoda, Palki', 'Jai Kanhaiya
Lalki' and 'Govinda-Govinda'.
It is indeed an extremely
joyous experience to imbue
the essence of Bhagwan
Krishna & revel blissfully. In
other parts of the country,
especially Maharashtra, our
young friends must be busy
with preparations of the
'Dahi-Handi'…. the festive
ritual of the human pyramid
breaking the curd filled
earthen pot. Heartiest
greetings to all countrymen
on the festive occasions of
Rakshabandhan and
Janmashtami.

Bhagini Chinmayee, ÷flÃË
‚¥S∑Î§Ã ¬˝‡Ÿ ¬Îc≈UflûÊË| Sister
Chinmayee has asked a
question in Sanskrit.
Excellent, extraordinary. My
salutations to you. On the
occasion of Sanskrit week, I
extend my best wishes to all
countrymen.

I am extremely thankful to
young Chinmayee for
touching upon this subject.
Friends, apart from
Rakshabandhan, Shravan
Poornima is also celebrated
as Sanskrit Day.

I congratulate all those
actively involved in
preserving and conserving
this glorious heritage, helping
it to reach out to the masses.
Every language has its own
significance, sanctity. India
takes great pride in the fact
that Tamil is the most ancient
of world languages. We
Indians also feel proud that
from Vedic times to the
modern day, Sanskrit
language has played a stellar
role in the universal spread
of knowledge.

Sanskrit language &
literature encompasses a
storehouse of knowledge
pertaining to every facet of
life. Science & technology,
agriculture and health,
Mathematics &
Management, economy &
environment, the entire
spectrum has been touched
upon. It is said that our
Vedas have detailed
reference on Mantras,
onways & means to counter
the challenges of global
warming. You will be pleased

to know that even today,
residents of village Mattur in
Shivamoga district of
Karnataka use Sanskrit as
their lingua franca.

You will be astonished to
know that Sanskrit is a
language that possesses the
capacity for infinite word
formation with two thousand
verb roots, 200 suffixes and
22 prefixes; coupled with
compounds, the possibility of
word-creation is limitless.
And that is why the minutest
nuance of an expression or
subject can be accurately
described. This has been the
core speciality of Sanskrit.
Today, at times, in order to
communicate more
assertively, we tend to make
use of English Quotations or
even sher-o-shayari-urdu
poetry. But those who are
well acquainted with Sanskrit
Subhashitas - epigrammatic
verses, know very well that it
is possible to make a crisp,
precise statement, using very
few words through the usage
of subhashitas. And since
there is a sense of
geographical and cultural
belonging, they are easy to
understand and assimilate.

For example, in order to
illustrate the significance of
the Guru in one's life, it has
been said
∞∑§◊Á¬ •ˇÊ⁄U◊SÃÈ ªÈL§— Á‡Êcÿ¥ ¬˝’ÊäÿÃ|
¬˝ÁÕ√ÿÊ¥ ŸÊÁSÃ ÃŒ Œ˝U√ÿ¥ ÿŒ ŒûÊflÊ „UÿŸÎáÊË÷flÃ||

Thereby meaning, when a
guru imparts even an iota of
knowledge to the student,
there is no material or wealth
on the entire earth that the
student can make use of, to
repay the guru. We must
abide by the same essence,
the same spirit as we
celebrate Teachers' Day.
Knowledge and the guru are
incomparable, invaluable,
priceless, On the occasion of
Teachers' Day, we remember
the great philosopher, former
President of India Dr.
Sarvapalli Radhakrishnanji.
His birth anniversary is
celebrated as Teacher' Day
across the country. I felicitate
all the teachers in the country
on this occasion. I also salute
your sense of commitment
towards science, education

and students.
My dear countrymen, the

monsoon comes along,
bringing a new ray of hope to
our toiling farmers. It
provided much needed
succor to the scorched trees
and shrubs, and to parched
water bodies; on the other
hand excessive rainfall
causes devastating floods.
It's a vagary of Nature that
some places have received
higher rainfall compared to
other places. We just saw
how the terrible floods in
Kerala have affected human
lives. In today's pressing,
hard times, the entire Nation
is with Kerala. Our
sympathies are with those
families who lost their loved
ones. Loss of lives cannot be
compensated, but I assure
the grief-stricken families that
in this moment of suffering
and misery, a hundred and
twenty five crore Indians
stand by them, shoulder to
shoulder. I earnestly pray for
those injured in this natural
disaster to get well soon. I
firmly believe that the sheer
grit and courage of the
people of the state will see
Kerala rise again.

Disasters, unfortunately
leave behind a trail of
destruction. But one gets to
witness facets of humanity,
humaneness during
disasters. From Kutch to
Kamrup, from Kashmir to
Kanyakumari, everyone is
endeavoring to contribute in
some way or the other so
that wherever a disaster
strikes, be it Kerala or any
other part of India, human life
returns to normalcy.
Irrespective of age group or
area of work, people are
contributing. Everyone is
trying to ensure speedy
mitigation of the sufferings
people in Kerala are going
through, in fact sharing their
pain. We know that jawans of
our armed forces are the
vanguards of rescue and
relief operations in Kerala.
They have left no stone
unturned as saviors of those
trapped in the floods. The Air
Force, Navy, Army, BSF,
CISF, RAF, every agency has

played an exemplary role in
the rescue and relief
operations. I would like to
specially mention the
arduous endeavors of the
NDRF daredevils. At this
moment of hardship and
agony, their service stands
out as a shining example.
The capability, commitment
and controlling situation
through rapid decisions of
the NDRF have made them a
cynosure of every Indian's
eye, worthy of respect and
admiration. Yesterday was
the festival of Onam. We
pray for Onam to provide
strength to the country,
especially Kerala so that it
returns to normalcy on a
newer journey of
development. Once again on
behalf of all Indians, I would
like to reassure each &
everyone in Kerala and other
affected places that at this
moment of calamity, the
entire country stands by
them.

My dear countrymen ! I
was looking into the
suggestions received for
"Mann Ki Baat". The subject
about which most of the
people from across the
country have written is "Our
revered Atal Behari
Vajpayee". Kirti from
Ghaziabad, Swati Vats from
Sonepat, brother Praveen
from Kerala, Dr. Swapan
Banerjee from West Bengal,
Akhilesh Pandey from
Katihar, Bihar and numerous
others have written on
Narendra Modi Mobile App
and MyGov asking me to
speak on various aspects of
Atalji's life. As soon as the
people in our country and
abroad heard of the demise
of Atalji on 16th August,
everyone drowned in
sadness. He was a leader
who gave up his position as
Prime Minister fourteen
years ago. In a way, he was
cut-off from active politics for
the last 10 years. He was
neither seen in the news nor
in public life. Ten years is a
huge gap but on 16th August
our country and the whole
world witnessed that there
was not a gap of even a
single moment in the
commonman's heart. The
wave of love and faith that
spread across the nation is
an indicator of his great
personality. During these last
days, many great aspects of
Atalji came up to the fore.
People remembered him as
the best member of
Parliament, sensitive writer,
best orator and most popular

English rendering of PM's address in 47th
episode of Mann Ki Baat on 26.08.2018 

Continued on page 29

The Oriental Insurance Company Limited 
(A Govt of India Undertaking)

CIN: U66010DL1947GOI007158
Special Recruitment Drive for Agents   

Applications are invited from the desirous candidates for
recruitment as an Agent
(on commission basis)

Eligibility Criteria
1. Age : 18 years and above
2. Qualification: 10th pass

Earn Big without Investment
Unlimited Income
Drive closes on 30th Sep 2018

TO APPLY SEND YOUR NAME, CITY, MOBILE NUMBER &
EMAIL ID TO 

standon@orientalinsurance.co.in  ; 
gnankani@orientalinsurance.co.in ; 

baliram.arya@orientalinsurance.co.in
Or SMS/ Whatsapp your details on Mob no.: 7065521234
OR CALL ON 011-43659-160, 011-43659-156 OR CALL ON
OUR CALL CENTRE NOs 1800-11-8485 OR 011-33208485   

EN 23/11
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Last Date:-01.10.2018
The following 1 (one) post is required to be filled by Deputation
basis:
Caretaker - 1(one) post at Headquarters of Staff Selection
Commission, New Delhi. 
Pay Matrix-5 (Old Pay Band PB-1 of Rs. 5200-20200/- with the
Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/-)
Eligibility:- Officials under the Central Government.
(i) Holding analogous post on regular basis, Or (ii) with two years

regular service in the post within old pay band PB-1 of Rs. 5200-
20200/- with grade pay of Rs. 2400/- or equivalent, Or (iii) with
10 years regular service in the posts with old pay band PB-I of
Rs. 5200-20200/-with the grade pay of Rs. 1900/- or equivalent.

Preferably having any one or all of the following:
(a) One year's experience of working as Caretaker in Govt. Office,
(b) One year's experience of working in a Security Organization, 
(c) Diploma/Certificate in Sanitary or Public Hygiene or

Diploma/Certificate in Electrical/Civil Engineering/Sanitary
Engineering.

Period of Deputation: Not exceeding 3 (Three) years. 
Pay and other conditions of service of the selected official will be
regulated in accordance with DoP&T's O.M. No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-
II) dated 17.06.2010, as amended from time to time. 
For more details and Curriculum Vitae (Proforma) please logon the
website www.ssc.nic.in. 

EN 23/57

Government of India

Staff Selection Commission
Department of Personnel & Training

Block No. 12, Kendriya Karyalay Parisar 
Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003

No. 15/7/2017-RHQ
Government of India

Staff Selection Commission
Department of Personnel & Training
Block No. 12, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road

New Delhi - 110003

INDICATIVE ADVERTISEMENT NO. 17/2018  
Online Recruitment Applications (ORA) are invited for direct

recruitment by selection through website http://www.upsconline.

nic.in to the following posts by 27th  September, 2018.

1. (Vacancy No. 18091701408) 

Four Economic Officer, Office of the Economic Adviser,

Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of

Commerce & Industry (OBC-02, UR-02). 

2. (Vacancy No. 18091702508) 

Three Director (Institute), Indian Institute of Handloom

Technology, Office of the Development Commissioner for

Handlooms, Ministry of Textiles (OBC-01, UR-02). 

3. (Vacancy No. 18091703508) 

Three Lecturer (Architectural Assistantship), Department of

Training & Technical Education, Government of NCT of Delhi (ST-

01, UR-02).

The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to visit

Commission's ORA website http://www.upsconline.nic.in. The

detailed advertisement along-with 'Instructions and Additional

Information to Candidates for Recruitment by Selection' has been

displayed on Commission's website http://www.upsc.gov.in as well

as on the Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website

http://www.upsconline.nic.in.
EN 23/54

Union Public Service
Commission

Dholpur House, Shahjahan Road
New Delhi-110069

SHORT NOTICE

Subject :- Recruitment to various posts under Selection Posts-

2018 - reg.

Staff Selection Commission is going to conduct recruitment to 131

categories of posts with 1141 vacancies for different Ministries/

Departments/ Organizations of the Government of India through

Phase - VI/2018 Selection Posts Examination in the Computer

Based Examination (CBE) Mode.

2. The said examination is tentatively scheduled on 27th, 29th and

30th October, 2018.

3. A detailed advertisement along with eligibility criteria, terms &

conditions and application format etc. is available on the

Commission's website i.e. www.ssconline.nic.in. Any

corrigendum of the advertisement will be hosted on the said

website only. Interested candidates may apply online through the

website of the Commission w.e.f. 5th September, 2018 till 30th

September, 2018 (Upto 5.00 PM).

Under Secretary (RHQ) 

EN 23/27 SSC (HQ), New Delhi

Union Public Service
Commission

EN 23/59

PRESS NOTE  
Subject:- Combined Medical Services

Examination, 2018
The written result of Combined Medical Services Examination,

2018 has been declared by the Commission and the same is

available on the Commission's website (http://www.upsc.

gov.in).

MOBILE PHONE ARE BANNED IN THE

CAMPUS OF THE UPSC EXAMINATION HALLS

Union Public Service 
Commission

Combined Defence Services Examination (II)- 2017
Declaration of Final Result

The final result of Combined Defence Services Examination (II), 2017
for admission to the Officers Training Academy, Chennai, for (i) 108th
Short Service Commission Course (NT) (for Men); and (ii) 22nd Short
Service Commission Women (Non-Technical) Course, held by the
Commission on 19.11.2017 and subsequent SSB interview conducted
by M/o Defence, has been declared by the Commission and the same
is available on the UPSC’s website (http://www.upsc. gov.in) and
notice board of the UPSC.

davp 10621/11/0003/1819 EN 23/69
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EN 23/22

EN 23/8

EN 23/19

No.1-1/2017-18/PMLA
Government of India
Ministry of Finance

Department
of Revenue

Applications are invited for the
post of four Stenographers,
one Assistant and one Court
Master in level -6 (pre-revised
scale Pay Band of PB-2 Rs.
9300-34800 + Grade Pay 4200)
(Group B Posts, General
Central Service) on deputation
basis in Adjudicating Authority,
PMLA, Department of Revenue,
New Delhi on the following
terms and conditions.
The eligibility conditions for
deputation are as follows:-
Assistant
(i) Holding analogous post on
regular basis in the parent
cadre/ department; or office
under the Central/State Govt.
(ii) Eight years service in pre-
revised scale of Rs. 5200-20200
with grade pay of Rs. 2400/-
rendered after appointment
thereto on a regular basis in the
post of UDC or equivalent in the
parent cadre/ department and
working knowledge of computer.
Stenographer
(i) Holding analogous post on
regular basis in the parent
cadre/ department; or office
under the Central/ State Govt.
(ii) Ten years regular service in
the pay grade rendered after
appointment thereto on regular
basis in pay band 1 Rs. 5200-
20200 with Grade Pay of Rs.
2400/- or equivalent in the
parent cadre or department.
Court Master
(i) Holding analogous post on
regular basis in the parent
cadre/ department or office
under the Central/ State Govt.
(ii) Six years service in the grade
rendered after appointment
thereto on a regular basis in the
posts of in pay band Rs. 5200-
20200 in with grade pay Rs.
2800/- or equivalent in the
parent cadre/ department (iii)
with ten years service in the
grade rendered after
appointment thereto on a regular
basis in post in pay band - 1 Rs.
5200-20200 (pre-revised) with
grade pay of Rs. 2400/- or
equivalent in parent cadre/
department and having
bachelor's degree from
recognized University/ Institute
with two years experience in
maintenance of record of Court
proceedings in a Government
office/ department/ judicial
authority and working
knowledge of computer.
Period of deputation including
period of deputation in another
Ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in
the same or some other
organization/ department of the
Central Government shall
ordinarily not exceed three
years. This maximum age-limit
for appointment by deputation
shall be not be exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of
reciept of application.
Terms and conditions for
deputation shall be
governed/regulated according to

the applicable normal terms and
conditions for deputation issued
by DOPT, the Government of
India from time to time. Officials
who volunteer for the post will
not be permitted to withdraw
their name later on.
The attested photocopies of the
ACRs of the applicants for the
last 5 years along with Vigillance
Clearance may also be sent
along with his/ her applications.
The applications in the given
prescribed proforma
(Annexure-1) along with
documents, mentioned above
should be forwarded through

proper channel to
Administrative Officer,
Adjudicating Authority, PMLA,
Room no. 26, 4th floor, Jeevan
Deep Building, Parliament
Street, New Delhi-110001
within 60 days from the date of
issue of this advertisement.
Application received after the
closing date or without
documents mentioned above 
or without forwarded through
proper channel or otherwise
incomplete will not be
considered.

Versha Rani
Administrative officer 

Continued on page 6
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Subject: Filling up of the posts by appointment on deputation basis.
Applications are invited from the eligible candidates to fill up the following posts in
various offices of the Employees' Provident Fund Organization on deputation basis:
A. Post available in Audit Directorate.

SI. Name of the Scale of Pay No. of Location of the Head-
No. Post Posts quarters for these posts
01. Dy. Director Level-11 of  07 New Delhi, Hubli, 

(Audit) the Pay matrix Thiruvananthapuram, 
[Pay Band-3 Chandigarh, Jaipur & 
Rs. 15600-39100 Kolkata (WB).
with Grade Pay
Rs. 6600/- 
(pre-revised)]

02. Assistant Level-10 of the 12 New Delhi, Hyderabad, 
Director Pay matrix [Pay Bengaluru, Ahmedabad, 
(Audit) Band-3 Rs. 15600- Bhopal, Mumbai-I, Jaipur,  

39100 with Grade Kanpur & Kolkata
Pay Rs. 5400/-
(pre-revised)]

03. Assistant Level-7 of the Pay 21 New Delhi, Hyderabad, 
Audit Officer matrix [Pay Band-2 Bengaluru, Hubli, Bihar, 

Rs. 9300-34800 Ahmedabad, Bhopal, 
Grade Pay Mumbai-I, Jaipur & Kanpur
Rs. 4600/-
(pre-revised)]

04. Auditor Level-6 of the Pay 36 New Delhi, Vijayawada, 
matrix [Pay Band-2 Bangalore, Chennai, 
Rs. 9300-34800 Ahmedabad, Chandigarh, 
Grade Pay Thiruvananthapuram, 
Rs. 4200/- Hubli,    Bhopal, Mumbai-I, 
(pre-revised)] Thane, Pune, Guwahati,

Bhubaneshwar, Faridabad,
Coimbatore, Hyderabad &
Kanpur.

B. Eligibility conditions for the posts advertised at (A):
(1) Deputy Director (Audit)

Officers of the Employees' Provident Fund Organisation/Central    Government/
State Government.
(a) Having completed Graduation preferably B.Com.
(b) Having passed the SAS examination conducted by the IA & AD or other
Central / State Government Organization, Accounts/ Audit Department.
(c) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; or
(ii) With 5 years of regular Service in posts in the scale of pay of Rs. 8000-13500
(Pre-revised); or
(iii) With 7 Years regular service in posts in the scale of pay of Rs. 7500-11500
(Pre-revised) or equivalent; or
(iv) With 8 years regular service in posts in the scale of pay of Rs. 6500-10500
(Pre-revised).
Note: Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
Organisation/Department of the Central Government shall ordinariiy not exceed
4 years.

(2) Assistant Director (Audit)
i) Officers of the Employees' Provident Fund Organisation/Central Government/

State Government:
ii) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or 
iii) with 03 years regular service in posts of Accounts Officer/Audit Officer in the

Scale of Pay of Rs. 7450-225-11500 (pre-revised) or 
iv) with 05 years regular service in the posts of Assistant Accounts Officer/Assistant

Audit Officer in the Scale of Pay of Rs. 6500-200-10500 (pre-revised); or
v) With 07 years regular service in the Scale of Pay of Rs. 5500-175-9000 (pre-

revised); and
vi) Possessing the experience in Accounts/Audit of Public Funds.

Note: Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
Organisation/Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed
4 years.

(3) Assistant Audit Officer
i) Officers of the Employees' Provident Fund Organisation/Central Government/

State Government:
ii) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or
iii) with 05 years regular service in posts in the Scale of pay of Rs. 5500-175-9000

(pre-revised) or equivalent;
iv) With (07) years regular service in the pay scale of Rs. 5000-150-8000; and 
v) Possessing the experience in Accounts /Audit of Public Funds.

Note: Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
Organisation/Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed
4 years.

(4) Auditor
i) Officers of the Employees' Provident Fund Organisation/Central Government/

State Government:
ii) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or
iii) with 05 years regular service in the Scale of pay of Rs. 4500-125-7000 (pre-

revised) or equivalent; and
iv) Possessing the experience in Accounts/Audit of Public Funds.

(Working Knowledge in Computer preferred)
Note: Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
Organization/Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed
4 years.

(C) General Conditions and terms of deputation in the Employees' Provident
Fund Organisation

(01) The Deputation will be governed as per the instructions issued by the Department
of Personnel & Training from time to time and also as per the provisions of the
Recruitment Rules of the respective cadre and the tenure of deputation will be
initially for a period of three (03) years. The matter of pay and allowances will be
governed strictly by the orders of the Central Government for such comparable
posts. Preference will be given to the officers whose Pay and allowances are
governed by the Central government rules including GPF Rules. The candidates
should be holding the analogous post on substantive basis. The appointment in
Employees Provident Fund Organization will be further subject to acceptance of
the terms and conditions of appointment issued by the Employees Provident
Fund Organization, if found necessary. The maximum age limit of the applicant
should not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of
applications.

(02) In case the selected official seeks repatriation before completion of two years on
deputation, no Transfer TA/DA will be paid on repatriation. Further, if any official
seeks repatriation with in one year or less, Transfer TA/DA already paid, if any is
also liable to be recovered.

(03) Willing and eligible officers may forward their applications neatly typed in the
proforma given in Annexure-I and the advance copy of the application should
reach the designated officer in HRM Division within 30 days from the date of
advertisement. A note shall also be added stating clearly how the candidate finds
himself/herself suitable for the post.

(04) The cadre controlling authority shall forward the application complete in all
respect with requisite documents namely APARs, Vigilance Clearance, Integrity
Certificate, list of penalty imposed, if any, during the last 10 years and Certificate
of cadre controlling authority in Annexure-II within 45 days from the date of
publication of the advertisement.

(05) The job of Dy. Director (Audit), Assistant Director (Audit), Assistant Audit Officer
and Auditor requires extensive and continuous tours away from the headquarters
for the purpose of conducting Audit of various Regional and Sub-Regional
Offices.

(06) The application through proper channel should reach the EPFO, Head Office
within 45 days from the date of publication of the advertisement by name to Shri
Sanjay Bisht, Regional Provident Fund Commissioner (HRM), Bhavishya
Nidhi Bhawan, 14 Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi-110066.

(07) Applications which are not received through proper channel and received after
stipulated period will not be considered and rejected. The application should be
accompanied with copies of ACRs duly attested for the preceding five years and
Vigilance Clearance, Integrity Certificate and list of penalty, if any, imposed during
the last 10 years. It is to be noted that mere possession of the qualification does
not entitle a candidate for appointment for the aforementioned posts. The
Employees' Provident Fund Organization reserves the right to reject any
application without specifying any reason.

(Sanjay Bisht) 
Regional P.F. Commissioner-I (HRM)

Annexure-I
PROFORMA FOR APPLICATION

SI. Details required: Details Furnished 
No.
01. Post Applied for:-

Separate Application required if 
applied for more than one post:

02. Name, Designation and Complete 
Postal Address of the Office in which
working: along with the Telephone No. 
and Email I.D.

03. Status of the Department: i.e. Whether
it is Central Government/State 
Government and Name of the Ministry/
Department:

04. Date of Birth (in Christian Era)
05. Educational Qualifications:
06. Details of employment in chronological order (Enclose a Separate Sheet,

if required)

∑§◊¸øÊ⁄UË èÊÁflcÿ ÁŸÁäÊ ‚¥ªΔUŸ
Employees Provident Fund Organisation

(üÊ◊ ∞fl¥ ⁄UÊ ÊªÊ⁄U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U)
(Ministry of Labour and Employment, Govt of lndia)

◊ÈÅÿ ∑§ÊÿÊ¸‹ÿ/HEAD OFFICE

èÊÁflcÿ ÁŸÁäÊ èÊflŸ/ BHAVISHYANIDHI BHAWAN 

14 ÷Ë∑§Ê∞¡Ë ∑§Ê◊Ê å‹‚, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë/14 BHIKAJI CAMA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110066

www.epfindia.gov.in: www.epfindia.nic.in
Telephone No.: 011-26198924, Fax No.: 011-26164724, Email: rc1.hrm@epfindia.gov.in

No. HQ/HRM-VII/1(13)Audit/2018

Continued on page 6
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SI. Office/Institute/ Post From To Pay Band Period of 
No. Department/ held and Grade Experiene and

Organisation (Regular) Pay nature of duties
(Enclose a

separate note
on suitability

07. Nature of present Regular employment :
08. Nature & extent of other assignments 

(i.e. Short term, Deputation etc.):
09. Total emoluments per month now drawn:
10. Additional information, if any, in support 

of suitability for the post. Enclose a separate
sheet, if the space is insufficient.

11. Whether belong to SC/ST/OBC:
12. Indicate Three choices of stations 

(in order of preference):
13. Particulars of documents enclosed:

(indicate in a separate list)

Place:
Date: Signature of the Candidate 

Telephone No.: _________ 
Mobile No.: ____________

Annexure-II
Certificate (To be given by the Cadre Controlling Authority)

1. Certified that the particulars of the officer as furnished above have been verified
and found to be correct.

2. The officer is holding the post/analogous post on regular basis.
3. Certified that no disciplinary proceedings are pending/contemplated against the

officer. The Integrity of the Officer is also certified.  Copies of ACRs for ____ years
are enclosed.

Signature of the Cadre Controlling Authority/
Head of the Department with Seal

Office Telephone No. ___________ 
Fax No.  _____________________

EN 23/13 E-Mail Id: ____________________

Continued from page 5

Annexure -I
Bio-Data

1. Post applied for 
2. Name of the Applicant
3. Father's name 
4. Date of birth 
5. Date of entry in Govt.

service 
6. Present post held

i.  Ad hoc 
ii. Regular

7. Pay band with regular pay/
level

8. Date of appointment in
grade

9.  Present pay
10. Working experience 

(including computer
operation)

11. Educational Qualification
12. Date of return from ex-

cadre post, if any
13. Brief service particulars
14. Whether belongs to SC/

ST/ Ex-serviceman/ others
Signature of the applicant 

(to be filled in by the Cadre
Controlling Authority)

Certificate by parent office
1. The information furnished by
the applicant has been verified
from the records and found to be
correct.
2. No vigilance or disciplinary
case or any other dispute is
pending against the candidate.
3. Original/ photocopies of the
ACRs of the candidate for last 5
years duly attested by the Head
of the Department are enclosed/
being sent separately.
4. The candidate will be relieved
within 15 days of the receipt of
the letter of his Appointment on
deputation.

Signature
PS - for more details kindly
visit website of the
department of Revenue
(http://www.dor.gov.in/vacanc
ies_circular)

EN 23/14

Continued from page 4

EN 23/17

EN 23/3 EN 23/15

Cantonment Board
Agra

Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India
Office : 114, Fatehpur Sikri Road, Agra Cantt-282001 

(Tele: 0562-2227379, 2227275 & Fax : 2227380) 
Email : ceoagra@yahoo.com & Website : www.cbagra.org.in

Online Applications are invited from the suitable candidates for following posts in
Cantonment Board, Agra (U.P.)-
SI. No. of Name Minimum Pay Scale Age Limit Category
No. Post of Post Qualification Rs.
1. Five Junior Intermediate with 5200-20200 18-25 as on General - Three

Clerk Computer Knowl- Level - 02 01-07-2018 OBC - One
edge in Hindi & SC - One 
English.

Last date of receipt of application - 30 days from the date of publication by
Employment News.
Note: -
1. For further details and online application please log on to our website
www.cbagra.org.in
2. Application form received from any other than online shall not be entertained.

M. VENKAT NARASHIMA REDDY
I.D.E.S.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
EN 22/16 CANTONMENT BOARD AGRA

DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are
their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations
they work for. The contents of the advertisements published in the Employment News belong
to the organisation or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way responsible
for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these advertisements.
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EN 23/32

NOTICE
The results of the Civil Services (Main) Examination,
2017 were declared vide Press Note dated 27.04.2018
recommending 990 candidates in order of merit for
appointment to IAS, IFS, IPS and Central Services
Group 'A' and Group 'B' against 1058 vacancies.
The Commission, in accordance with the Rule 16 (4)
& (5) of the Civil Services Examination Rules, 2017
was also maintaining a Consolidated Reserve List in
order of merit below the last recommended candidate
under the respective categories. As sought by the
Department of Personnel & Training, the Commission
has now recommended 66 candidates which include
48 General, 16 OBC, 01 SC and 01 ST, to fill up the
remaining posts based on the Civil Services
Examination, 2017. The list of these 66 candidates is
available on the UPSC website i.e.
http://www.upsc.gov.in. EN 23/83

Union Public Service
Commission

EN 23/76

EN 23/74

No.G-20011/4/2018-B&R

Publications Division
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting

Soochna Bhawan, C.G.O Complex, Lodhi Road
New Delhi-110003
Dated: 31-08-2018 

INVITATION FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
CORRIGENDUM

The last date for submission of "EOI for engagement
of an Agency for Business Promotion, inventory
management and grievance redressal relating to
journals and books of Publications Division.",
which was published in Employment News
1-7 September, 2018 issue, has been extended upto
17th September, 2018 till 3.00 P.M. 

( SANJEEV KUMAR ) 
WEN/23 DEPUTY DIRECTOR (ADMN.)
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EN 23/21

EN 23/60

Sainik School Rewari 
Sector-4, Rewari (Haryana)-123401

Recruitment of Staff
Sainik School Rewari functioning under Sainik School Society, Ministry of defence invites applications for
following posts :
S. Name of Post No. of Vacancy Eligibility Pay Scale/ Age
No. Salary
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
(a) PGT (Maths) 01 Essential Qualification : Consolidated Between            

Contractual (Un-reserved) Post Graduate in Maths with a Rs. 30,000 /- 21-35 years as
for maximum minimum of 50% Marks & B.Ed. per month on 01 Oct. 
12 months from recognized University/ except 2018.

Institute. during vaca-
Desirable : tion/Leave.
(i) Experience of teaching in
Maths in Public School.
(ii) CTET/STET qualified.

(b) Band Master 01 Essential Qualification : Consolidated Between
(Contractual) (Un-reserved) (i) Potential Band Master/Band Rs.19,000/- 18-50 years as
for maximum Major/Drum Major Course at the per month on 01 Oct. 
12 months) AEC Training College and except during 2018.

Centre, Pachmari or Equivalent vacation/
Naval/Air Force Courses. Leave.

(c) LDC 01 Essential Qualification : Consolidated Between
(Contractual) (Un-reserved) (i) Matriculation from a Rs. 16,500/- 18-50 years as
for maximum recognized Board. per month on 01 Oct. 
12 months. (ii) Typing speed of at least 40 except during 2018.

words per mimite. vacation/
(iii) Proficiency in computer, MS Leave.
Word, MS Excel, Power Point
and Internet.
Desirable :
Knowledge of Accounting
procedure and Inventory
management.

(d) Driver 01* Essential Qualification : PB- 5,200- Between
(Regular basis) (Un-reserved) (i) Minimum 10th pass from a 20,200/- 18-50 years as

*Likely to recognized Board. GP-1900+ on 01 Oct. 
increase (ii) Should possess a valid Other benefits, 2018.
to 02 Heavy Motor Vehicle (HMV) DA, New Pen-

Driving Lincense and capable sion Scheme, 
of driving all kind of vehicles. Gratuity etc. as
Desirable : per Sainik
(i) 3 yrs experience of bus Schools Society
driving. Rules &
(ii) Knowledge of first line of Regulations.
vehicle's maintenance.

(e) General 01 Essential Qualification : Consolidated Between 
Employee  (Un-reserved) (i)    Minimum 10th pass from a Rs 10,700/- 18-50 years as
for maximum recognized Board. per month on 01 Oct.  
12 months Desirable : except during 2018.

(ii) Experience of working in vacation/Leave.
Hospital/Pharmacy.

2. Eligible and interested candidates should apply to the Principal, Sainik School Rewari, Sector-4
Rewari (Haryana)-123401 on the prescribed format available on school website www.ssrw.org
alongwith attested copies of certificates and testimonials a passport size photograph, bio-data including
telephone/mobile number and crossed Bank Draft of Rs. 400/-, for the posts at ser. 1 (a) to (d) and
Rs. 250/- for ser. (e) above, which should be drawn in favour of Principal, Sainik School Rewari,
payable at Punjab National Bank, Distt. Secretariat, Rewari (Code 4681). Last date of receipt of
applications in the school is within 21 days from the date of publication of the advt. in the News
paper. School will not be responsible for any postal delay.
3. No TA/DA will be admissible for attending the selection process. Only short listed candidates would be
called for selection process. The school administration reserves the right to increase, decrease or cancel
the vacancies due to administrative/policy reasons, as per the guidelines of Sainik Schools Society Rules
& Regulations.
EN 23/86                                                                                                                           Principal

Invitation of applications for appointment as
Company Secretary cum Compliance Officer and
Manager Finance & Admin in NIlF Trustee Limited

The Department of Economic Affairs (DEA) proposes to appoint eligible person(s) to the post(s) of
Company Secretary cum Compliance Officer and Manager Finance & Admin on temporary basis in NllF
Trustee Limited, a 100% Gol owned company which acts as Trustee to the National Investment and
Infrastructure Fund.
2. The requirements for the above post(s) are as given below : -

Sr. Name & Number Age as on Qualification Remuneration
No. of the post 01.03.2017

1. Company Secretary Maximum 40 Member of Institute of Company INR 70,000/- p.m.      
cum Compliance years as on Secretaries  of India. Additional (lump-sum)  
Officer -01 31.03.18 degree in Law/CA/CWA would

be of added advantage.

2. Manager Finance Maximum 40 CA/CMA/MBA/MCOM INR 50,000/- p.m.
& Admin -01 years as on (lump-sum) 

31.03.18

3. The detailed information is available on the website of the
department (www.finmin.nic.in). Interested candidates may submit
their application in the proper format carrying details of age,
qualifications, experience, address, email id and testimonials etc.
only by speed post/registered post so as to reach Room No. 32-
A, Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance, North
Block, Central Secretariat, New Delhi-110001 on or before 05:00
p.m. 28th September 2018.

(Pradeep Purohit) 
Under Secretary to the Government of India

davp  15201/11/0007/1819 EN 23/77
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EN 23/2

Rajasthan State Ganganagar
Sugar Mills Ltd.

4th Floor, Nehru Sahkar Bhawan, Bhawani Singh Road 
Jaipur-302006 (Rajasthan)       

VACANCY - ASSISTANT ACCOUNTS CLERK  
The oldest  PSU  under administrative control of Finance Department, Government of
Rajasthan seeks applications to fill up 13 posts of ASSISTANT ACCOUNTS CLERK
at L-5  (5200-20200+ GP 2400 as per sixth pay).  Details and other  terms &
conditions are available  at our website  https://web.rajexcise.net/RSGSM/Website/
Default.aspx (open at Internet explorer).

Name of the post- Assistant Accounts Clerk (Total Posts-13)

Category Total Post M/F Female

Un- Reserved 09 07 02

OBC 01 01 _

SC 01 01 _

ST 02 02 _

Total 13 11 02
Horizontal Reservation: - Ex-Serviceman - 01

Qualification- A candidate must hold a degree in Commerce from a University
established by Law in India or a Foreign University declared by the Government in
consultation with the Commission to be equivalent with a degree of a University
established by Law in India OR DCWA /Inter CA/Inter ICWA &
O" or Higher Level Certificate Course conducted by DOEACC under control of the
Department of Electronics, Government of India. Or Computer Operator &
Programming Assistant (COPA)/Data Preparation and Computer Software (DPCS)
certificate organized under National/State Council of Vocational Training Scheme. Or
Diploma in Computer Science/Computer Applications of a University established by
Law in India or of an institution recognized by the Government. Or Diploma in
Computer Science & Engineering from a polytechnic institution recognized by the
Government. Or Rajasthan State Certificate Course in Information Technology (RS-
CIT) conducted by Vardhaman Mahaveer Open University, Kota under control of
Rajasthan Knowledge Corporation Limited. 
Probation Period - 02 years. Age Limit - Minimum age of 18 years and Maximum
age limit is 40 years as on 1st July, 2018. There will be relaxation in age as per Govt.
rules.
Important Dates
Date of opening Website Link for submission of Online 28.08.2018
Application Form
Last Date of submission of Online Application Form 27.09.2018

General Manager

A-110014/2014/NGMA(AD)
Government of India 

National Gallery of Modern Art
Jaipur House, New Delhi-110 003

Subject:- Filling up of 01 (One) post of Assistant Director (Administration and
Finance) in National Gallery of Modern Art (NGMA), Bengaluru in PB-3,
Rs.15,600 - 39,100 + Grade Pay of Rs. 6600 (pre-revised) Revised to Pay Matrix
Level-11, Rs. 67,700 - 208700.
Applications are invited for appointment to the 1 (One) post of Assistant Director
(Administration and Finance) in PB-3, Rs.15,600 - 39,100 + Grade Pay of Rs.
6600 (pre-revised) Revised to Pay Matrix Level-11, Rs. 67,700 - 208700, in
National Gallery of Modern Art (NGMA), Bengaluru, a subordinate office under
the Ministry of Culture. The post is proposed to be filled by Composite Method
(Deputation (Including short term contract) plus Promotion) basis. Applications
must reach within 45 (forty five) days from the date of publication of this ad
through proper channel. For details, visit NGMA's website
www.ngmaindia.gov.in.

EN 23/29

University of Hyderabad
(A Central University established in 1974

by an  Act of Parliament) 
P.O. Central University, Prof. C.R. Rao Road,

Gachibowli, Hyderabad - 500046.
Applications are invited 'online' from Indian citizens for Non-Teaching

Positions on deputation basis
Employment Notification No. UH/Rectt./2018-07 

dated 03.08.2018
Last Date is October 10, 2018

For complete details, visit the University Website:
http://uohyd.ac.in/ 

Place: Hyderabad
Date: 03-08-2018 Registrar
davp 21313/11/0005/1819 EN 23/53

⁄UÊC˛UËÿ ¬ÎâflË ÁflôÊÊŸ •äÿÿŸ ∑§ãŒ˝ 
ESSO - National Centre for

Earth Science Studies
¬ÎâflË ÁflôÊÊŸ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U 

Ministry of Earth Sciences, Govt. of India, Akkulam, Thiruvananthapuram -11
Advt: NCESS/P&GA/06/2018 Date: 16.08.2018

RECRUITMENT
NCESS invites online applications from eligible Indian citizens for various posts on
regular basis.
Post Name of Post No. of Age Limit Essential Qualification
Code with pay level, Vacancies

mode of 
selection

01 Manager (F&A) 1(UR) Not exceeding i. Master's Degree from a 
Pay Level 11 45 years recognized university.
Deputation/ ii. Operational computer 
Direct knowledge.
Interview iii. 6 years experience prefer-      

ably in Govt./PSU/ Autono-
mous Bodies/ in the relevant
area in PB 2+GP Rs. 4800/ 
5400/- or its equivalent.

02 Librarian 1 (Reserved Not exceeding A Master's degree in Library 
Pay Level 10 for person 45 years Science/ Information Science/
Direct with (including Documentation Science or an 
Interview disabilities) relaxation equivalent professional degree

under rules) with not less than 60% marks
(or an equivalent grade in a   
point scale wherever grading  
system is followed) in under
graduate and post graduate  
studies in library science with 
consistently good academic 
record.

03 Coordinating 1(UR) Not exceeding i. Graduation or equivalent 
Officer Grade I 40 years from a recognized University.
Pay Level 9 ii. Skill Test Norms: Dictation:   
Written test, 10mts @ 120 w.p.m.  
Interview Transcription: 50 mts. 

(English) 65 mts. (Hindi)
(on computer only).

04 Joint Manager 1(UR) Not exceeding i. A Master's Degree from a     
F&A 40 years recognized University.
Pay Level 9 ii. Operational computer 
Deputation/ knowledge.
Direct iii. 4 years experience prefer-    
Interview ably in Govt./PSU/ Autonomous

Bodies/ in the relevant area 
in PB-2 + GP Rs. 4600/4800/-
or its equivalent.

05 Assistant 1(UR) Not exceeding i. A Bachelor's Degree from a   
Manager 35 years recognized University
P&GA ii. Minimum 5 years' experi-
Pay Level 7 ence preferably in Govt./PSU/ 
Written Test Autonomous Bodies/ in the 

relevant area in PB-2 +GP
Rs. 4200/- or its equivalent.

Or
With 11 years combined  
experience in GP 2800/- and 
GP 4200/- (with not less than 
3 years in GP 4200/-) or its 
equivalent.

06 Coordinator 1(UR) Not exceeding i. 12th class pass or equivalent 
Gr. l Pay Level 4 30 years from a recognized Board or 
WritfenTest University. 

ii. Skill Test Norms-Dictation:
10 mts @ 80 w.p.m. Transcrip-
tion: 50 mts. (English) 65 mts.
(Hindi) (on computer only).

07 Junior Executive 2 (UR-1, Not exceeding A Bachelor's degree from a
Pay Level 4 OBC-1) 30 years recognized University, basic 
Written Test knowledge of computer and 

minimum 5 years' experience
preferably in Govt./PSU/ 
Autonomous Bodies in the   
relevant area in PB-1 + GP
Rs. 1900/- or its equivalent.

08 Multi Tasking 3 Between 18 Matriculation or equivalent 
Staff Pay Level 1 OBC-1, and 25 years pass OR ITI pass
Written Test/ UR-1, ST-1
Skill test One post is

reserved for
person with
disabilities

Detailed advertisement and procedure for submitting applications are available in NCESS
website www.ncess.gov.in. To apply, the applicant must fill the online application and
upload scanned images of photograph, signature and relevant attested certificates
pertaining to educational and professional qualifications mark sheets for all academic
years, proof of date of birth, experience certificate, caste certificate, NOC, etc.
Last date & time for submission of online applications: "Within 30 (thirty) days from
the date of appearance of the advertisement in Employment News".
EN 23/84 Chief Manager (i/c) ESSO-NCESS
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Continued

Sub: Selection for appointment on deputation/absorption basis for the post of
Deputy Director Census Operations in the Pay Scale of PB-3, Rs. 15600-39100/-
with Grade Pay Rs. 6600/- (Level-11 of Pay matrix of 7th CPC) in the Office of the
Registrar General, India, Ministry of Home Affairs, New Delhi.
Applications are invited from eligible and willing officers on deputation/absorption basis
in Office of the Registrar General, India, New Delhi for filling up of 19 posts (subject to
change of vacancy position) of Deputy Director Census Operations in PB-3, Rs.
15600-39100 + Grade Pay Rs. 6600 (now Level-11 of pay matrix as per 7th CPC).
These posts are located in Office of the Registrar General India (ORGI) in New Delhi,
Directorates of Census Operations (DCOs) of Andhra Pradesh & Telangana, Bihar,
Haryana, Punjab, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh and West Bengal. The officers can be posted in any of the 12 locations as the
posts carry all India transfer liability. Preference to a particular location will not be
considered. Applications indicating preference for any location will be rejected as post
carries all India transfer liability. 
2. Only unconditional applications will be entertained and conditional application will be
outrightly rejected.
3. The details of post and eligibility conditions etc. for appointment to the above post by
deputation is given in the Annexure-`I’.
4. The pay of the officers so selected will be regulated in terms of the Department of
Personnel and Training's O.M. No. 2/8/97-Eslt. (Pay-II) dated 11.03.1998 and as
amended from time to time.
5. The applications of only such officers/candidates will be considered as are routed
through proper channel and are accompanied by supporting self-attested certificates/
documents in support of Qualification and Experience claimed by the candidates and
are also accompanied with the following certificates:-

(I) Bio-data in duplicate as per proforma given in Annexure-'II’
(II) Cadre Clearance Certificate
(III) Statement giving the details of major or minor penalties imposed upon

the officer, if any, during the last ten (10) years.
(IV) Vigilance Clearance/Integrity Certificate.
(V) Photocopies of ACRs for the past five years (2013-14 to 2017-18) duly

attested on each page by an officer not below the level of Under Secretary
or equivalent.

6. It is requested that the application of eligible and willing officers/candidates who can
be spared immediately in the event of selection may be forwarded to "The Under
Secretary, Admn.III Section, Office of the Registrar General, India, 1st Floor, C-
Wing, NDCC-II Building, Jaisingh Road, New Delhi-110001" in duplicate in the
prescribed proforma (Annexure-II) duly signed by the applicant and certified by the
Controlling Officer within a period of 60 days from the date of issue of this Advt.
Candidates who apply for the above post will not be allowed to withdraw their
candidature subsequently.
7. Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization/
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three (3) years.
8. The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation shall not be exceeding 56
years as on closing date of receipt of applications.
9. Deputy Directors of Census Operations so appointed on deputation basis are liable
to be posted anywhere in India anytime as per administrative requirement of this office.
Note:
(i) Incomplete applications and applications received after closing date and not

certified by the respective forwarding authority, will not be entertained.
(iv) It may be ensured that the applications are forwarded strictly with reference to the

circular and the annexure.
(Santosh Kumar)

Under Secretary to the Govt. of India 
Phone No. 23438278

Annexure-I
1. Name of the Post Deputy Director of Census Operations (for Office

of Registrar General, India, New Delhi & DCOs
located in all over India)

2. Pay Scale PB-3, Rs. 15,600-39,100/- + Grade Pay of 
Rs. 6600/- (Level-11 in the pay matrix of 7th CPC)

3. Classification General Central Service, Group 'A', Gazetted, Non-
Ministerial

4. Method of Recruitment By Deputation/ Absorption

Eligibility Conditions:
1. Officers under the Central Government/State Governments/Union Territories:

(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre/department;
or
(ii) with five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular basis in posts in the Pay Band-3, Rs. 15,600-39,100 + Grade Pay Rs.
5400/- or equivalent in the parent cadre/department; and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:

Essential:
(i) Master's Degree from a recognized University in Statistics/Mathematics/

Economics/ Commerce/ Anthropology/ Sociology.
(ii) Five years' experience in Tabulation/Analysis/Collection of Statistical data.
Desirable:
(i) Two years' experience in Administrative/Accounts matters/Establishment matter.
Note-1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in direct line of

promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.
Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by
promotion.
Period of deputation (including short-term contract) including period of deputation
(including short-term contract) in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding
this appointment in the same or some other Organization or Department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years. The maximum age limit for
appointment by deputation (including short-term contract) shall be not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Note 2: For the purpose of appointment on deputation (including short term contract)
basis, the service rendered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006
or the date from which the revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay
Commission recommendations has been extended shall be deemed to be service
rendered in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the
recommendations of the pay Commission except where there has been merger of more
than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay
scale, and where this benefit will extend only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or
pay scale is the normal replacement grade without any upgradation.
The application of eligible and willing officers/candidates who can be spared
immediately in the event of selection may be forwarded to "The Under Secretary,
Admn.III Section, Office of the Registrar General India, 1st Floor, C-Wing, NDCC-
II Building, Jaisingh Road, New Delhi-110001" in duplicate in the prescribed
proforma (Annexure-II) duly signed by the applicant and certified by the Controlling
Officers within a period of 60 days from the date of issue of this Advt. in the "Rozgar
Samachar/Employment News". Candidates who apply for the above post will not be
allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently. The applications of only such
officers/candidates will be considered as are routed through proper channel and are
accompanied with following certificates:-

(I) Bio-data in duplicates as per proforma given in Annexure-'II’
(II) Cadre Clearance Certificate
(III) Statement giving the details of major or minor penalties imposed upon

the officer, if any, during the last ten (10) years.
(IV) Vigilance Clearance/Integrity Certificate.
(V) Photocopies of ACRs for the past five years (2013-14 to 2017-18) duly

attested on each page by an officer not below the level of Under Secretary
or equivalent.

Duties related to the post of Deputy Director of Census Operations in ORGI are
as under:
(i) Undertake all necessary measures for planning and execution of statistical jobs

in connection with population census and those related to other
schemes/projects taken by the office including SRS, CRS, AHS, NPR etc.

(ii) Supervision, Planning and Execution of surveys on Sample Registration
System, census of death surveys, CRS, NPR, Demography, Linguistics, Social
Studies, Fertility and Mortality Studies etc.

(iii) Co-ordinate, monitor and supervise the progress of SRS HYSs.
(iv) Impart training to the Charge Officers and the Master Trainers during Census

Operations and also to the personnel  associated with other schemes and
projects including SRS, CRS, AHS, NPR etc.

(v) Field work relating to Census Operations and other schemes/projects and
provide necessary guidance to technical matters.

(vi) Monitoring the progress  of the work relating lo processing of data collected
during Houselisting Operations, Population Enumeration and field work of
various other schemes, surveys, etc.

(vii) Moot out plans and programmes for proper dissemination of census data and
the data relating to other schemes, surveys, etc.

(viii) Supervision of the work relating to maintenance of records during editing,
coding and data entry, etc.

(ix) Assist in timely completion of various schemes/projects taken up by the office.
(x) Scrutiny of manuscripts of the census publications, bulletins, reports, etc. and

bring about necessary modification and improvement within the frame work and
prescribed norms.

(xi) Scrutiny of field work of census, social studies, demography, sample registration
system, civil registration system, causes of death, linguistic surveys, etc.

(xii) Supervision of supply and dissemination of SRS data to the concerned
ministries and data users.

(xiii) Supervision of various stages of undertaking ad-hoc surveys in SRS.
(xiv) Supervision of analytical studies and preparation of draft reports.
(xv) Assist in finalization of plans and publicity of civil registration.
(xvi) Supervision work relating to the liaison and coordination with the states and

other Central Government offices as well as other agencies on the matter of
RBD Act, plans and publicity.

(xvii) Interpretation of the law regarding registration and issuing clarification sort by
states.

(xviii) Examination of proposal with regards RBD Act coming from the State
Governments.

(xix) Supervise the work of preparation of Population Projection Report at National,
State and District level.

(xx) Supervise the work of preparation of other Demographic Report.
(xxi) Supervise the work of planning and conducting of Post Enumeration Surveys

and preparation of report thereof.

Government of India
Ministry of Home Affairs

Office of the Registrar General, India
Admn. III Section, 1st Floor, C-Wing, NDCC-II Building

Jaisingh Road, New Delhi-110001
File No. A-35013/3/2017 (Pt.)-Ad-III
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Duties and responsibilities for the post of DDCO in DCO 
(i) Steering the work of census cell, SRS Cell, CRS Cell, NPR Cell, Admin Cell,

Map Cell, etc. including field work related to all activities and project/schemes
undertaking by the office.

(ii) Regular correspondence with ORGI regarding various urgent issues.
(iii) Work as controlling officers  in the absence  of Joint Director/DRG (C&T).
(iv) Attending periodical review meetings at ORGI.
(v) Attending regular meeting with state Governments including SLCC.
(vi) Attending regular meeting with different stakeholders of official work.
(vii) Monitoring various ad-hoc surveys like LSI, large village, SECC, AHS, etc.
(viii) Monitoring periodical field inspection of various work.
(ix) Work under over control of the Joint Director/Addl. Director/Director of Census

Operations, when in position.
(x) Supervision work related to establishment and administration matter of the

DCO.
Candidates who apply for the above post will not be allowed to withdraw their
candidature subsequently. For detailed information, please visit to our website
http://www.censusindia.gov.in.

Annexure-II

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF ........................................................
1. Name & Address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. i) Date of entry into service 
ii) Date of retirement under Central/State

Government Rules  
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience
tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification: Master’s Degree from a A) Qualification
reognised University in Statistics/Mathematics/
Economics/Commerce/Anthropology/Sociology.
B) Experience: Five years’ experience in B) Experience
Tabulation/Analysis/Collection of Statistical
data
Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification
B) Experience: Two year’s experience in B) Experience
Administrative/Accounts matters/
Establishment matter.

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate “Essential and Desirable Qualifications 
as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative /Department/Office at 
the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment News.
5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects 
and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  
made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  
Qualifications and work experience of the post.
6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views
confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by 
the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience
basis (now level in required for the
pay matrix as per post applied for
7th CPC)

* Important: Pay Band and Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to 
the officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay band and Grade Pay/
Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP
with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by
the Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent
9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state
a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications
of such officers should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department
alongwith Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity 
Certificate.
9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in
all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the
cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/
organisation.
10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 
date of return from the last deputation and other details.
11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.
13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.
14. Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in the PB (now Grade Pay (now level Total Emoluments
level in pay matrix as per in pay matrix as per
7th CPC) 7th CPC)

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central
Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 
the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post applied 
for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
16. B Achievements:
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition; 
vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/
Absorption/Re-employment Basis. # (Officers under Central/ State
Governments are only eligible for “Absorption”. Candidates of   
Non-Government Organizations are eligible only for Short-Term 
Contract).
# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 
available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned 
recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)
18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have clearly gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The
information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.
Date __________ 

(Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved
immediately.
2. Also certified that:
i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/

Smt. _______________________
ii) His/her integrity is certified.
iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5

years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned
EN 23/24 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)
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It is proposed to fill up one vacant post of Assistant Computer Programmer in Pay
Level- 7 (Rs. 44900-142400) of the Pay Matrix in the Department of Health & Family
Welfare on deputation(including short- term contract) basis from the officers under the
Central Government or State Governments or Union Territories or Public Sector
Undertakings or Universities or Recognised Research Institutions or Semi-Government
or Autonomous Organisations:
(a)      (i) holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent Cadre or Department;

or
(ii) with five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular basis in Level 6 (Rs. 35400- 112400) of the Pay Matrix or equivalent in
the parent Cadre or Department; or
(iii) with eleven years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on
a regular basis in Level 5 (Rs. 29200- 92300) or equivalent in the parent Cadre
or Department; and

(b) possessing following educational qualifications and experience:
(i) Masters' Degree in Computer Applications or Information Technology or
;Computer Science of recognised University or Institute; or
Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Technology in Computer Engineering or
Computer Science or Computer Technology or Computer Science and
Engineering or Information Technology from a recognised University or Institute;
and
(ii) Two years' experience in the domain subject.

Desirable: Computer Training in Statistical Analysis System or Statistical Packages for
the Social Sciences or Structured Query Language Server or Oak Ridge Automatic
Computer and Logical Engine or Relational Database Management System.
Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.
Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by
promotion.
(The period of deputation(including short term contract) including period of
deputation(including short term contract) in another ex- cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or department of
the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation (including short term contract) shall not be
exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications).   
Note 2: For the purposes of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on
a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2016 the date from which the revised
pay structure based on the Seventh Central Pay Commission recommendations has
been extended shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding Level in
the Pay Matrix based on the recommendations of the Pay Commission except where
there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with
a common Level in the Pay Matrix, and where this benefit will extend only for the post
for which that Level in the Pay Matrix is the normal replacement grade without any
upgradation.
2. It is requested to forward the applications of interested and eligible officers in the
given proforma through proper channel so as to reach the undersigned within 60
(sixty) days from the date of publication of this advt in the Employment News.
While forwarding the applications, it may please be ensured that the particulars of the
candidates are verified. The applications must be forwarded alongwith the following
documents:-

(i)  Original/ attested photocopies of the APARs for the last 5 years;
(ii) Vigilance clearance certificate. 
(iii) Integrity certificate.
(iv) No Major/Minor penalty certificate for last 10 years.

3. Application received without aforesaid documents or after prescribed date, shall be
rejected. 

(A.K.Gupta)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel. No.(011) 23061323

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 

2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 

3. i) Date of entry into service 

ii) Date of retirement under Central/State
Government Rules  

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Whether Educational and other qualifications
required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed  
in the Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience required as men- Qualifications/Experience
tioned in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

Desirable Desirable
A) Qualification A) Qualification

B) Experience B) Experience

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate “Essential and Desirable 
Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/ 
Office at   the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment
News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects  
and subsidiary subjects may be indicated by the candidate.
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries  
made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential  
Qualifications and work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views 
confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by   
the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly 
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post held on From To * Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Institution regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-

post held on regular hting experience
basis required for the

post applied for

* Important: Pay Band & Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the
officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay band and Grade Pay/
Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP
with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by
the Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or  
Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on 
deputation/contract basis, please state

a) The date  b) Period of c) Name of the d) Name of the post
of Initial appointment on parent office/organi- and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract zation to which the held in substantive

applicant belongs capacity in the
parent organisation

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications of such 
officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department alongwith 
Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.
9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in all 
cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the cadre/
organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/ organisation.

10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, 
date of return from the last deputation and other details.

11. Additional details about present employment:
Please state whether working under (indicate the 
name of your employer against the relevant column)

a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization
d) Government Undertaking
e) Universities
f) Others

No.A.12014/5/2018-Estt. III
Government of India

Ministry of Health & Family Welfare

Department of Health & Family Welfare
Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi 
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12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn

Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

15. In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central
Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing 
the following details may be enclosed.

Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other Allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied 
for in support of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to 
(i) Additional academic qualifications (ii) Professional training and 
(iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy 
Circular/Advertisement).
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

16. B Achievements:
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
i) Research publications and reports and special projects;
ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;
iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies; and
iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization;
v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition;
(vi) any other information. 
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)

17. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/
Absorption/Re-employment Basis# .  

# (Officers under Central/ State Governments are only eligible   
for “Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations
are eligible only for Short-Term Contract).

# (The option of ‘STC/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are 
available only if the vacancy circular specially mentioned  
recruitment by “STC” or “Absorption” or “Re-employment”)

18. Whether belongs to SC/ST

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by the documents
in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. The
information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge
and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/withheld.

Date __________ (Signature of the Candidate)

Address ________________

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and
correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt, If selected, he/she will be relieved
immediately.

2. Also certified that:

i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/contemplated against Shri/
Smt. _______________________

ii) His/her integrity is certified.

iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photocopies of the ACRs for the last 5
years duly attested by an officer of the rank of Under Secretary of the Govt. of
India or above are enclosed.

iv) No major/minor penalty has been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years Or
A list of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is
enclosed (as the case may be)

Countersigned
EN 23/30 (Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal)

F. NO. SC/KOL/AB/14/4/
2014-15/

Government of India
Ministry of Finance

Income Tax
Settlement

Commission 
10-C, Middleton Row, 2nd

Floor, Kolkata-700071
Vacancy Circular

Applications are invited for
filling up of 1 (one) vacant post
of Private Secretary in the Pay
Level-7 (Group 'B' Gazetted); 3
(three) vacant posts of
Stenographer Gr. I, Pay Level-
6 (Group ‘B’ Non-Gazetted); 3
(three) vacant posts of Enquiry
Officers (2 vacant and 1 likely
to be vacant) in Pay Level-6
(Group 'B' Non-Gazetted) and
1 (one) post of Upper Division
Clerk in Pay Level-4 (Group 'C'
Non-Gazetted), on deputation
basis in Income Tax Settlement
Commission, Kolkata. The
eligibility criteria and other
details are available in our
website www.itscindia.gov.in.
Applications should be
submitted within 90 (ninety)
days from the date of
publication of the
advertisement.

(N.R. CHOWDHURY)
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

EN 23/1 EN 23/10
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EN 23/18

⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ •Ê¬ŒÊ ¬˝’¥äÊŸ ¬˝ÊÁäÊ∑§⁄UáÊ
National Disaster

Management Authority
ªÎ„U ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U

Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India
⁄UÊc≈˛UËÿ ø∑˝§flÊÃ ¡ÊÁπ◊ ¬˝‡Ê◊Ÿ ¬Á⁄UÿÊ¡ŸÊ

National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project (NCRMP)
Áfl¥ª 14, ¬˝Õ◊ Ã‹, ⁄UÊ.•Ê.¬˝.¬˝Ê. ÷flŸ, ∞-1, ‚»§Œ⁄U¡¥ª ∞ãÄ‹fl

Wing 14, First Floor, NDMA Bhawan, A-1 , Safdarjung Enclave
Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë/New Delhi-110029, Phone : 011-26701744 

Fax : 011-26714321
Advertisement No. 1-4/2015-PMU

Project Management Unit (PMU), NCRMP invites applications from
eligible persons for the post of Section Officer (one post) [Group
- 'B' Gazetted] to be filled in Pay Matrix in Level 8 (as per 7th CPC)
corresponding to Pay Band Rs. 9300 - 34800 and Grade Pay of Rs.
4800 (pre revised) to be filled. Application to the post may be
addressed to The Project Accounts/Administrative Officer,
National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project (NCRMP), National
Disaster Management Authority (NDMA), Government of India,
NDMA Bhawan, A-1, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi-110029
within 45 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement in Employment News. The detailed terms and
conditions containing eligibility criteria, duties and responsibilities
including application form are available at the NCRMP website
www.ncrmp.gov.in and NDMA's website www.ndma.gov.in.

EN 23/6

EN 23/23

Bureau of Police
Research & Development 

(Ministry of Home Affairs)
One post of Translator Grade-I, Group 'B' Non-
Gazetted, Non-Ministerial in the Scale of Pay of
PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800/- plus Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-
(Level pay matrix-6) in the Bureau of Police
Research and Development, Ministry of Home
Affairs, New Delhi under BPR & D cadre is
proposed to be filled up on promotion/transfer on
deputation basis.

2. For details visit on our website www.bprd.nic.in.
Application invited through proper channel within a
period of 2 months from the date of publication of
this advertisement to the following address:-
The Director General,
Bureau of Police Research & Development,
NH -8, Near Mahipalpur
Beside SSB Office,
New Delhi-110037 (N.K. Banerjee) 

Assistant Director (Adm.)
EN 23/26

EN 23/33
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Continued on page 17
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Continued from page 16

ICAR- Indian Institute of Rice Research 
(Formerly Directorate of Rice Research)

Rajendranagar, Hyderabad- 30 : Telangana 
Phone No's: 040-24591254, FAX: 040-24591217

F.No.2-80/Admin/2016 20th August, 2018
NOTICE

The result of Computer Based Test (CBT) Examination for the post of Lower Division Clerks (LDC)
(DR) for ICAR Institutes held on 24.2.2018 was declared by the ASRB on 30.07.2018 and accordingly

the list of candidates who had actually applied for the post in various Institutes of ICAR and had qualified

in the CBT were notified therein.

The Board has now decided to hold the Skill (Typing) Test of all the qualified candidates on 08th
September, 2018, at various Test Centres  as opted by the candidates while submitting their personal

details at the time of online registrations. Exact time, venue and medium for typing Test shall be

communicated to the candidates through the Admission Certificates which could be downloaded by the

candidates with effect from 20.08.2018. A separate intimation in this regard shall be issued to the

candidates through their registered e- mail/SMS address.
(B. Sathish) 

EN 23/40 Senior Administrative Officer
EN 23/50

EN 23/35

EN 23/5EN 23/31
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DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed by the authors in the articles published in the Employment News are
their own. They do not necessarily reflect the views of the government or the organisations
they work for. The contents of the advertisements published in the Employment News belong
to the organisation or their representatives. The Employment News is in no way responsible
for any liability arising out of the contents/text of these advertisements.

EN 23/43

ICMR-Vector Control 
Research Centre

(Indian Council of Medical Research)
Indira Nagar, Puducherry

VACANCY CIRCULAR
ICMR-Vector Control Research Center, an Autonomous Institute, under the
Indian Council of Medical Research, Department of Health Research, Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare, invites applications for the Post of Accounts Officer on
DEPUTATION BASIS among the officers from Central Government/State
Government/Autonomous Body/ PSU. The period of deputation shall initially be for a
period of three years (renewable every year).
Name of the Post Accounts Officer
No. of Post One (1)
Classification Group ‘A’ Ministerial
Duration of  Deputation Three (3) Years-Renewable every year
Eligibility (a) Holding analogous Post or Section Officer in 

Central/ State Govt./Autonomous organization/ 
PSU with 05 years’ service; and 
(b) Two years working experience in Budget/ 
Finance/Accounts .

Pay Scale Level 10 (Ten) in the Pay Matrix of VII Pay Commi-
ssion (pre-revised Pay Band-3 Rs.15,600-39,100/- 
Grade pay Rs. 5,400/-)

Location Puducherry
For General conditions, terms of Deputation and application  form,  please  visit
websites www.vcrc.res.in & www.icmr.nic.in. The last date for receipt of application
is 24.09.2018. EN 23/49

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄
Government of  India

Central
Research Institute 

Kasauli (HP) -
173204 

(Ministry of Health & Family
Welfare/Dte. G.H.S., 

New Delhi)
ŒÍ⁄U÷Ê·/Tel No: 01792-272060,

272114
»Ò§Ä‚/Fax No: 01792-273377,

272016
‚¢ÅÿÊ/No. 1-11/2016-Admn. 

ABRIDGED ADVT. NOTICE
Applications are invited from
the eligible candidates for
appointment on deputation
basis to one post of
Stenographer Grade-I Group
'B' Non - Gazetted in Central
Research Institute, Kasauli in
the pay Scale as per 7th  CPC
in Pay Matrix level 6 (Rs.
35400-1,12,400), General
Central Services Group 'B'
(Non- Gazetted (Ministerial).
The post is to be filled by
transfer on deputation from
amongst stenographers under
the Central Government or
State Government/Union
Te r r i t o r i e s / R e c o g n i z e d
Research Institutions/
Universities or Public Sector
Undertakings or Semi-Govern-
ment/ Statutory or Autonomous
Organisations.
A detailed advertisement notice
alongwith application format
can be seen on Institute
website www.crikasauli.nic. in.
Duly completed applications
through proper channel should
reach to the undersigned
within 45 days of publication
of this Notice in Employment
News.

(Dr. Ajay Kumar Tahlan)
Director

davp 17132/11/0001/1819
EN 23/34

Indian Council of Medical Research
National Institute of Occupational Health

Meghaninagar, Ahmedabad-380016 
Phone-079 22688700, Fax-22686110

E-mail-director-nioh@gov.in
Ref. No.1/Recruit./Scientist ‘B’ & ‘C’/DR/NIOH/2018-19/4000

21 August 2018
Vacancy Circular/Notification

Applications will be invited from eligible candidates within 45 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement in Employment News for the following under
mentioned Posts at NIOH and its Centre’s at Bengaluru and Kolkata :-
S/No. Name of the Post No. of Post Pay Matrix
01. Scientist ‘C’ 01-UR Level-11 of the 

(Medicine/Community Pay Matrix 
Medicine)

02. Scientist ‘B’ 03 (02-UR, Level-10 of the 
(Medicine/Community 01-SC) Pay Matrix
Medicine)

Application Form and the details of posts, age, qualification etc. will be made available
on ICMR/NIOH website. www.icmr.nic.in and www.nioh.org.
EN 23/45 DIRECTOR
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Inland Waterways Authority of India
(A Statutory Body under Ministry of Shipping, Govt. of India)

Head Office, A-13, Sector -1, Noida, U.P.- 201301 
Phone: 0120-2474050, 2522312 & 2544036, Fax: 0120-2521764

Brief Employment Notice No. : IWAI/R&T/07/2018 Dated 24/08/2018

Inland Waterways Authority of India invites applications from Indian nationals working in offices of
Central/State Governments/Public Sector Undertakings/Statutory or Autonomous Bodies for filling up the
below mentioned post on deputation basis for a period of three years as detailed below:

S. No./ Name of Post Consolidated Pay/ No. of Method of 
Post Pay-Scale Post (*) Recruitment/ 
Code Posting

D.10 Dy. Director (Finance Level-11 in the Pay Matrix 01 Deputation basis/
& Accounts) as per 7th CPC. Patna

D.11 Assistant Secretary Level -11 in the Pay Matrix 01 Deputation basis/
as per 7th CPC. Noida/Patna

D.12 Sr. Accounts Officer Level-10 in the Pay Matrix 01 Deputation basis/
as per 7th CPC. Kolkata

(*) Number of post is tentative and may increase or decrease as per requirement of Authority.
Interested candidates possessing requisite qualifications and experience may send their applications to
Assistant Secretary (R&T), IWAl, Noida; so as to reach within 45 days from the date of publication
of this advertisement in Employment News, or by 10/10/2018 whichever is earlier. Complete details
of the Employment Notice No. IWAI/R&T/07/2018 dated 24/08/2018/Circular dated 24/08/2018 and
prescribed format of application may be seen under the head '"vacancy" in the website of IWAI
www.iwai.nic.in.
EN 23/48 SECRETARY

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Office of the Principal Chief
Commissioner of Income-Tax
AAYAKAR BHAVAN, RAJASWA VIHAR, BHUBANESWAR- 751007

E mail: bhubaneswar.dcit.hq.admin@incometax.gov.in Phone-0674-2589466

Date : 21.08.2018
Sub-Recruitment of Meritorious Sports persons to the posts of Income  

Tax Inspector, Tax Assistant, Stenographer Grade II and Multi Tasking Staff
Applications are invited from meritorious sports persons fulfilling the eligibility criteria as per particulars
mentioned in Annexure-I for appointment to the following posts under sports quota :
Name of the post No. of vacancies Pay (Rs.) (Pre-revised)
Inspector of Income Tax 03 Rs. 9300-34800/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/- (PB-2)
Tax Assistant 07 Rs. 5200-20200/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 2400/- (PB-1)
Stenographer Gr.II 01 Rs. 5200-20200/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 2400/- (PB-1)
Multi Tasking Staff 04 Rs. 5200-20200/- + Grade Pay of Rs. 1800/- (PB-1)

Further, details regarding the discipline of sports earmarked for recruitment, educational qualifications,
other eligible conditions and application forms are available in the following websites
www.incometaxindia.gov.in. The application forms can also be obtained in person from Aayakar Seva
Kendra, Ground Floor of this office. No request for copies of application to be sent by post will be
entertained.
The application form as per Annexure-II completed in all respects should reach the undersigned on or
before 31.10.2018 (15.11.2018 for candidates domiciled in North Eastern States, Andaman Nicobar
Islands, Lakshadweep, Jammu & Kashmir) Time-5:00 P.M.

(Arijit Chakraborty)
(Asst. Commissioner of Income Tax (Hqrs.) (Admn. & Vig.),

Office of the Pr. Chief Commissioner of Income Tax, Odisha,
EN 23/28 Aayakar Bhawan, Rajaswa Vihar, Bhubaneswar-751007

Indian Council of
Medical Research

National Institute of Occupational Health 
Meghaninagar, Ahmedabad - 380016

Phone - 079 22688700, Fax - 22686110
E-mail - director-nioh@gov.in

No.1/Rect/Admin/2018-19/3096 21 August 2018
VACANCY CIRCULAR/NOTIFICATION

Applications are invited from eligible candidates within 45 days
from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment
News for the following under mentioned posts at NIOH and its
Centre's at Bengaluru and Kolkata:-
S/No. Name of the Post No. of Post Pay Matrix
01. Office Assistant 04 Posts Level - 06 of the

(02 - UR, 01 - Pay Matrix
SC, 01 - OBC)

02. Stenographer 04 Posts Level - 04 of the 
(02 - UR, 01 - Pay Matrix
SC, 01 - OBC)

03. Upper Division 01 Post (UR) Level - 04 of the 
Clerk Pay Matrix

Application Form and the details of posts, age, qualification etc. will
be made available on ICMR/NIOH website: www.icmr.nic.in and
www.nioh.org.
EN 23/47 DIRECTOR

Government of India 

Vansadhara Water Disputes Tribunal
(Ministry of Water Resources, River Development &

Ganga Rejuvenation) 
5th Floor, Mohan Singh Place, Baba Kharak Singh Marg, New Delhi - 110001

Website: www.mowr.gov.in
FILLING UP THE POSTS IN THE VANSADHARA WATER DISPUTES TRIBUNAL ON
DEPUTATION/RE-EMPLOYMENT BASIS
The Vansadhara Water Disputes Tribunal, Ministry of Water Resources, RD & GR invites applications for
filling up the following posts on deputation/re-employment basis:
Name of Post No. of Post Pay Matrix
Principal Private Secretary 1 67700-208700 Level -11 
Private Secretary 1 47600-151100 Level - 8

2. The details of the posts along with eligibility criteria required for the posts are given in Vacancy
(available on Ministry of Water Resources, River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation website). The
appointment will be made on deputation/re-employment basis as per extant Recruitment Rules.
3. The applications in prescribed Proforma, (Annexure available on Ministry website] complete in all
respects may be sent to Registrar of the Vansadhara Water Disputes Tribunal at the aforesaid address
within 60 days of publication of the advertisement in the Employment News. The sixty days shall be
counted from the first day on which the advertisement in Employment News is published.
4. The Vacancy Circular along with its Annexure can be downloaded from the website of the Ministry of
Water Resources, RD & GR www.mowr.gov.in.
EN 23/38 Registrar

EN 23/46
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F-23012/06/2018-Admn. I 
Government of India 

Ministry of Tourism
NOTICE

Ministry of Tourism proposes to
fill up one post of Principal
(Group- "A") Gazetted
in IIS&M, Gulmarg in Level
-13 (Pay Scale PB-4
Rs. 37,400 - 67,000/-  + GP
Rs. 8700/- pre-revised)
by transfer on deputation
(including Short Term Con-
tract)/Absorption for Armed
Forces Personnel Depu-
tation/Re-employment in
accordance with the
Recruitment Rules.
2. The details of eligibility,
education qualification,
experience and other impor-
tant requirements can be
downloaded from the website
of the Ministry of Tourism
i.e. www.tourism.gov.in.
3. In the event of any
corrigendum, the same will be
uploaded on the website of the
Ministry.
4. Applications not received
through proper channel or
received after the last date or
incomplete in any respect such
as those not accompanied by
the above mentioned documents
will be liable for rejection.
5. The application complete in all
respect may be forwarded to
Shri Raja Kar, Under Secretary
(Admn.) Room No. 117,
Ministry of Tourism, Transport
Bhawan, 1- Parliament Street,
New Delhi-110001, within six
weeks of publication of the
notice.

( Raja Kar)
Under Secretary 

to the Govt. of India
EN 23/61 011-23714115EN 23/73
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EN 23/62

The oldest PSU in Rajasthan under administrative control of Finance

Department, Government of Rajasthan seeks applications to fill up

one post of CHIEF ENGINEER at Level-20 (15600-39100 + GP 8200
as per sixth pay pattern). Details and other terms & conditions are

available at our website https://web.rajexcise.net/ RSGSM/Website/
Default.aspx (open at Internet explorer).
Qualification- B.E.(Mech.) with ANSI Sugar Engineering and

minimum experience of 20 years in a vacuum Pan Sugar Factory out

of which at least 5 years as Dy. CE or presently holding the post of
Addl. Chief Engineer.
Pay Scale and Minimum Pay as on 01.07.2018 - Rs. 88,900/- (L-20)

DA 6,223 (7%)

95,123

Plus HRA, CCA as per Rules

Probation Period - 01 yr. 

Maximum Age - 50 years

Mode of Selection :-

 Selection will be on the basis of Interview.

 The management may adopt any other appropriate methodology

for short listing of candidate for the post.

Application Fee :-

A Demand Draft (D.D.) of Rs. 1,180/- (Rupees One Thousand One

hundred Eighty only) is required to be submitted along with the

application.

Duly filled applications (Hard Copy) must reach latest by

20.09.2018 at the address mentioned above.

EN 23/37 General Manager

Rajasthan State Ganganagar Sugar Mills Ltd.
4th Floor, Nehru Sahkar Bhawan Bhawani Singh Road, Jaipur-302006 (Rajasthan)

VACANCY - CHIEF ENGINEER AT  SUGAR MILL
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F. No. A-12016/04/2017-D
Government of India

Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
Directorate General of Health Services

Central Drugs Standard
Control Organization (HQ)

FDA Bhawan, Kotla Road
Applications are invited for filling up of six (06) posts of Drugs
Inspector (Medical Devices) in CDSCO, Directorate General of
Health Services in the revised pay scale of PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800- +
Grade Pay of Rs. 4800/- (Pay Matrix Level-8) on deputation from
the officers under the Central / State Government.
Eligibility Conditions:
1. On Deputation (ISTC):
A)
i) Holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent

cadre/department; or
ii) With two years' service in the grade rendered after

appointment thereto on a regular basis in the level-7 in the pay
matrix or equivalent in the parent cadre/department; or

iii) With six years' service in the grade rendered after
appointment thereto on a regular basis in level-6 in the pay
matrix or equivalent in the parent cadre/ department; and

B) Possessing educational qualifications and experience prescribed
for direct recruits i.e. Master's Degree in Technology/Engineering in
Bio medical Engineering or Chemical Engineering or Bio
Technology or Mechanical or Electrical Engineering or Electronics
or Instrumentation Engineering or Polymer Engineering.

OR
Bachelors' degree in Technology/Engineering in Bio Medical
Engineering or Chemical Engineering or Bio Technology or
Mechanical or Electrical Engineering or Electronics or
Instrumentation Engineering or Polymer Engineering with two years'
experience in manufacturing or testing or regulation of medical
devices or in research or designing.
Note 1: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in
direct line of promotion will not be eligible for consideration for
appointment on deputation (ISTC). Similarly, deputationists shall not
be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
Note 2: Period of deputation including period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment
in the same or some other organization/department of the Central
Govt. shall ordinarily not to exceed three years. The maximum age
limit for appointment by deputation (ISTC) shall be not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Eligible and interested persons may apply through proper chennel
on the Proforma given along with (in duplicate). The applications
should reach the undersigned within 45 days of publications of this
advertisement in the Employment News. While forwarding the
applications it shall be ensured that the particulars of the candidates
are duly verified from the service records that they actually fulfill the
eligibility requirements and no vigilance case/disciplinary
proceedings are pending/contemplated against the candidate
concerned. The ACR/APARs for the last five (05) years in original,
integrity certificate/vigilance clearance and cadre clearance etc.
must also be enclosed along with the applications. Applications
received after the last date for receipt of applications and or without
the afore-mentioned documents/certificates will be summarily
rejected. Candidates will not be allowed to withdraw their
applications forwarded.

(Vum Mang) 
Deputy Director Admn.(D)

PROFORMA
1. Name :
2. Date of birth :
3. Educational and other special Qualifications :
4. Service to which belongs :
a) Complete address of Authority :
5. a) Present post held :
b) Date since held on regular basis :
b) Present Pay :
c) Scale of Pay :
d)  Post held on regular basis, its :

Pay scale and date of regular appointment
6. Experience :
T. Training experience :
8. Whether S.C./S.T. :
9. Date of reversion from last deputation :
10. Complete official address with :

Telephone Number
davp 17135/11/0001/1819                                             EN 23/71

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ ∑Î§Á· •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ¬Á⁄U·Œ ∑§Ê ¬ÍflË¸ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ¬Á⁄U‚⁄U
ICAR Research Complex for Eastern Region

(÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ ∑Î§Á· •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ¬Á⁄U·Œ Indian Council of Agricultural Research)

•Êß¸U‚Ë∞•Ê⁄U ¬Á⁄U‚⁄U, ¬ÊS≈U-Á’„UÊ⁄U fl≈UŸ⁄UË ∑§ÊÚ‹¡, ¬≈UŸÊ-800014 (Á’„UÊ⁄U) ÷Ê⁄UÃ
ICAR Parisar, P.O.: Bihar Veterinary College, Patna - 800 014 (Bihar), INDIA

Advt. No. EN/01/2018 Date: July 21, 2018
VACANCY CIRCULAR

A. Applications are invited from the eligible and willing employees working in analogous posts, for
Transfer/absorption against the following vacant posts (including anticipated vacancies) under Direct
Recruitment (DR) quota, at ICAR-RCER, Patna & its Centres/KVKs: -
Sl. Name of Post Pay- No. of vacant* posts Whose employees Educational
No. Level can apply qualifications**

UR OBC SC ST Total ICAR Central State 
Govt. Govt.

1. Lower Division Level-2 01 01 01 01 04 Yes Yes Yes 12th Pass
Clerk (LDC)

2. Stenographer Level-4 01 01 - - 02 Yes Yes - 12th Pass
Grade-Ill

3. Skilled Supporting Level -1 07 03 01 - 11 Yes - - 10th/ITI pass
Staff (SSS)

4. Assistant Level -6 01 01 - - 02 Yes - - Graduate
*Note (i): The number of vacancies is always subject to change. 
**Note (ii): Any LDC, appointed on compassionate grounds, not having so far passed Typing Test 
@35 w.p.m. (English)/30 w.p.m. (Hindi), will have to pass the Typing Test after his/her transfer, as 
per Rule.

B. Applications are invited from the eligible and willing employees of ICAR Headquarters/Institutes,
working either in analogous posts or in respective feeder-grade posts, for Deputation (for 3 years)
against the following vacant posts, at ICAR-RCER, Patna & its Centres: -
SI. Name of Post Pay- No. of vacant* posts Eligibility for Deputation of those working
No. Level UR OBC SC ST Total in respective feeder grades
1. Personal Level-6 04 01 - - 05 Stenographers (Gr.-lll) working in ICAR

Assistant (PA) Institutes /Headquarters, with minimum 10 
years' service

2. Private Secretary Level-7 02 - - - 02 Personal Assistants working in ICAR 
(PS) Institutes/ Headquarters, with minimum 5 

years' service
*Note (i): The number of vacancies is always subject to change.

Terms and Conditions:
(1) The detailed Advertisement containing the separate Application-formats (Annexure-A and
Annexure-B) for the posts advertised respectively under 'A' & 'B' above, may be downloaded from the
ICAR-RCER website (www.icarrcer.in). The candidates, once they apply through proper channel, would
not be allowed to withdraw their candidature. Only those Applicants, against whom no
vigilance/disciplinary case is pending or contemplated, would be considered.
(2) Last date for the receipt of Applications (through proper channel) will be the 60th day from the
date of publication of this Advertisement in the Employment News. The Applications (alongwith a
Passport-size Photograph, and an attested copy of last 5 years' APARs ending 2016-17) should
reach the "Administrative Officer (E&A), ICAR Research Complex for Eastern Region, ICAR-RCER
Campus; Post Office: Bihar Veterinary College; PATNA - 800014 (Bihar)", on or before the prescribed
last date.
(3) In case of Applications for Deputation to the posts of PAs and PSs under 'B' above, the age of
Applicant should be less than 56 years.
(4). The detailed Advertisement, alongwith detailed Terms & Conditions, prescribed formats of
Application-cum-Bio-data, Recruitment Rules, related DoPT/ICAR OMs, etc., is uploaded on the ICAR-
RCER website (www.icarrcer.in). Any amendment would be published only on this website; hence, the
Applicants are advised to regularly check the ICAR-RCER website (www.icarrcer.in) for updates, if any.

Administrative Officer 
EN 23/65 E-Mail: admnrcer@gmail.com

Defence Research and Development
Organization (DRDO)

Recruitment & Assessment Centre (RAC)
Lucknow Road, Timarpur, Delhi -110054

PUBLIC NOTICE
Requirement of Valid GATE Score for Direct Recruitment of Scientist ‘B' in DRDO.

Be it known to the candidates desirous of recruitment to the post of Scientist 'B' in the Defence

Research & Development Organization that the organization would be notifying vacancies of

Scientist 'B' for the year 2019 in the next few months, depending upon the requirement. The direct

recruitment to the post of Scientist 'B' will be conducted based on valid score in GATE (Graduate

Aptitude Test in Engineering) (in respect of vacancies in the subjects/disciplines for which GATE is

conducted) and/or written test/ interview. Only those candidates who will possess valid GATE score

on the crucial date of eligibility will be considered for short listing for written test/interview.

The detailed advertisement alongwith eligibility criteria will be notified in the Employment News,

National Dailies as well as websites of the organization i.e. www.drdo.gov.in and www.rac.gov.in

in due course of time.

davp 10301/11/0127/1819 EN 23/68
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1. Indian Coast Guard invites applications from willing and eligible candidates for
filling up following posts on deputation basis:-

(I) (A) Name of Post: Senior Civilian Staff Officer (Logistics) (General Central
Service Group 'A', Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in Level-12 (Rs. 78800-209200) in
the pay matrix.

(B) No. and place of posting: (04)*, Paradip, Porbandar, Kochi & Chennai (*Subject
to Change).

(C) Eligibility
Officers under the Central or State Government or Union Territories or Statutory
or Autonomous Organisations or Universities or Public Sector Undertaking or
Semi-Governments or Recognised Research Institute:-

(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent cadre or department;
OR

(ii) With five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular basis in posts in Level-11 in the pay matrix or equivalent in the parent
cadre or department; AND

(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:-
Essential:
(i) Degree of a recognised University or Institute; and
(ii) Diploma in Material Management or any Diploma with Material Management as

a subject from a recognised University or institute; and
(iii) Ten years' supervisory experience in a Store administration and accounting of a

Stores in Central or State Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organisation
or Public Sector Undertaking or University or Banks.

(II) (A) Name of Post: Civilian Staff Officer (Logistics) (General Central Service
Group 'A', Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in Level-11 (Rs. 67700-208700) in the pay
matrix.

(B) No. and place of posting: (06)*, Paradip (02), Kochi (02) and Porbandar (02) 
(* Subject to Change).

(C) Eligibility: Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union
Territories or Statutory or Autonomous Organisation or Universities or Public
Sector Undertaking or Semi Governments or recognised Research Institute:-

(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent cadre or department;
OR

ii) With five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular basis in posts in Level-10 in the pay matrix or equivalent in the parent
cadre or department; AND

(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:-
(i) Degree of a recognized University;
(ii) Diploma in Material Management or any Diploma with Material Management as

a subject from a recognized University or institute; AND
(iii) Five years' experience in Store Administration and accounting of store in Central

Government or State Government, Autonomous or Statutory Organisation, Public
Sector Undertaking or University or Banks.

(III) (A) Name of Post: Civilian Gazetted Officer (Logistics) (General Central Service
Group 'B', Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in Level-7 (Rs. 44900-142400) in the pay
matrix.

(B) No. and place of posting: (07)*, New Delhi (01), Paradip (03), Porbandar (02)
& Kolkata (01) (* Subject to Change).

(C) Eligibility: Officers under the Central Government or State Government or Union
Territories or Statutory or Autonomous Organization or Universities or Public
Sector Undertaking or Semi Governments or Recognized Research Institute:-

(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent cadre or Department;
OR

(ii) With five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular basis in posts in Level-6 in the pay matrix or equivalent in the parent cadre
or department; AND

(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experiences:-
(i) A Bachelor's degree of a recognized University or Institute;
(ii) Diploma in Material Management or any Diploma with Material Management as

a subject from a recognized University or institute; AND
(iii) Three years' experience in Store Administration and Accounting in a Central

Government or State Government department or Public Sector Undertaking.
(IV) (A) Name of Post: Assistant Director (OL) (General Central Service Group 'A',

Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in Pay Band-3, Rs. 15600-39100) plus Grade Pay Rs.
5400/- (Revised pay in Level-10 in the pay matrix).

(B) No. and place of posting: (01) Kolkata.
(C) Eligibility: Officers under the Central Government;
(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis; OR
(ii) With two years' regular service in posts in the Pay Band-2, Rs. 9300-34800 with

Grade Pay of Rs. 4800 or equivalent (Revised pay in Level 8 in the pay matrix)
after appointment thereto on regular basis; OR

(iii) with three years regular service in posts in Pay Band-2, Rs. 9300-34800 with
Grade Pay Rs. 4600 or equivalent (Revised pay in Level 7 in the pay matrix) after
appointment thereto on regular basis; AND

(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience:-
(i) Master's degree of a recognized University in Hindi with English as a subject at

the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in English with Hindi as a subject at
the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in any subject with Hindi and English
as a subject at the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in any subject with Hindi medium and
English as a subject at the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University in any subject in English medium and
Hindi as a subject at the degree level; AND

(ii) Five years' experience of terminological work in Hindi or translation work from
English to Hindi or vice versa, preferably of technical or scientific literature; OR
Five years experience of Teaching, Research, Writing or Journalism in Hindi.

(V) (A) Name of Post: Section Officer (General Central Service, Group 'B', Gazetted,
Ministerial) in the Pay Band-2, Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 4800/-

(Revised pay Level-8 in the pay matrix).
(B) No. and Place of Posting: (02)*, Gopalpur & Krishnapatnam (*Subject to

Change).
(C) Eligibility: Officers under the Central Government:-
(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre/department; OR
(ii) With five years regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on

a regular basis in the Pay Band-2, Rs. 9300-34800/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/-
(Revised pay Level-6 in the pay matrix) in the parent cadre or department; AND

(b) Possessing three years experience in administration, establishment and
accounts matters.

2. The departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation or
absorption. Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration for
appointment by promotion.

3. Period of deputation (including Short-Term Contract) including period of
deputation (including Short-Term Contract) in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organisation
or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 03/04
years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including Short-
Term Contract) shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt
of application.

4. Applications in the prescribed proforma appended below alongwith the complete
and upto-date APAR dossiers (or attested photocopies of the APAR for the last 5
years) in respect of the officers who could be spared in the event of selection may
be sent to Directorate of Personnel, {SCSO(CP)} Coast Guard Headquarters,
National Stadium Complex, New Delhi-110001 within 60 days from the date of
publication of this advertisement. Applications received after the last date or
without the APAR as stated above or otherwise found incomplete will not be
considered. While forwarding the applications, the certificate appended thereto
may also be verified.

5. The departments will also be required to confirm that in the event of selection, the
officers concerned will be relieved of their duties.

(Nirmal Prakash) 
SCSO(CP) 

for Director General
BIO-DATA

1. Name and Address (in Block Letters) (alongwith contact No.)
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era):
3. Date of retirement under Central Govt. rules:
4. Educational Qualifications :
5. Post & Place for which applied: Post: Place:
6. Date of publication of Advt. in the Employment News:
7. Whether Educational & Other Qualifications required for the post are satisfied (if

any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the
Rules, state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/Experience Qualifications/experience possessed
required by the applicant

Essential (1) (2) (3)
Desirable (1) (2)

8. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet
the requirement of the post.

9. Details of employment, in chronological order (enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient).

Office/Instt./ Post From To Pay Level & Cell in the Nature of
Orgn. held Pay Matrix/Pay Band & duties

Grade Pay (pre-revised)

10. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or temporary or quasi-permanent or
permanent.

11. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state 
a) The date of initial appointment b) Period of appointment on deputation
c) Name of the parent office/Organization to which you belong

12. Additional details about present employment
Please state whether working under 
a) Central Government b) State Government c) Autonomous Organisation 
d) Govt. Undertaking e) Universities

13. Are you in revised Pay Level? If yes, give the date from which the revision took
place and also indicate the pre-revised Pay Band and Grade Pay

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn.
15. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your

suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.
16. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC:
17. Remarks:
Dated: Signature of the candidate

TO BE FILLED BY EMPLOYER
1. It is certified that the information furnished by Shri/Ms ___________ has been

checked as per the service record of the individual and found correct.
2. No disciplinary/vigilance case is pending/contemplated against Shri/Ms _____.
3. No minor or major penalties imposed on Shri/Ms __________________ during

the last 10 years. The integrity of the officer/individual is beyond doubt.
4. In the event of the selection of Shri/Ms ___________ he/she will be relieved of

his/her duties in the office.
5. Photocopies of ACRs/APAR (duly attested by a Group ‘A’ officer) of Shri/Ms.

____________ for the last five years are enclosed.
Name:
Designation:
Telephone No.:

Dated: Office Seal:
davp 10119/11/0021/1819 EN 23/67

Coast Guard Headquarters
National Stadium Complex, New Delhi-110001
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All India Institute of Medical 
Sciences, Jodhpur

(An autonomous body set-up by Government of India)
Basni, Jodhpur (Rajasthan) - 342005

Phone: 0291-2740741; Email: recruitment@aiimsjodhpur.edu.in

(Date Extension)
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur an Autonomous Institute of
National Importance is one of the new AIIMS and apex healthcare being established
by the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India under the Pradhan
Mantri Swastya Suraksha Yojna (PMSSY) with the aim of correcting regional
imbalance in quality tertiary level healthcare in the country, and attaining self-
sufficiency in graduate and postgraduate medical education and training.  
Online applications are invited for the following faculty post on DIRECT
RECRUITMENT/DEPUTATION BASIS IN VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS in All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur (Rajasthan). Details are as follows:-
S. Name of the Professor Additional Associate Assistant
No. Department Professor Professor Professor
1 Anaesthesiology 1 - - -
2 Biochemistry - 1 - -
3 Burns & Plastic Surgery - 1 - -
4 Cardiology 1 1 - -
5 Cardiothoracic Surgery 1 1 - 1
6 Dermatology, Venereology 1 - - -

and Leprology
7 Diagnostic and Interven- 2 1 - - 

tional Radiology
8 E.N.T. - Otorhinolaryngology 1 - - -
9 Endocrinology & Metabolism 1 - 1 -
10 Forensic Medicine & 1 - - -

Toxicology
11 Gastroenterology 1 1 1 -
12 General Medicine - - - 1
13 Hospital Administration 1 1 - -
14 Medical Oncology/ 2 2 2 - 

Haematology
15 Microbiology 1 - - -
16 Neonatology 1 1 1 2
17 Nephrology 1 - 1 -
18 Neurology - 1 - 1
19 Neurosurgery - - - 1
20 Nuclear Medicine 1 1 1 2
21 Obstetrics & Gynaecology 1 - - -
22 Orthopaedics 1 1 1 -
23 Paediatrics - 1 - -
24 Pathology - - 1 -
25 Physical Medicine & 1 - - -

Rehabilitation
26 Physiology - - - 1
27 Pulmonary Medicine 1 1 - -
28 Radiotherapy 1 - - -
29 Surgical Gastroenterology 1 1 4 -
30 Surgical Oncology 1 1 4 1
31 Transfusion Medicine & - - 1 -

Blood Bank
32 Urology 1 1 - -
33 Trauma & Emergency - - - 2

The detailed advertisement and online application forms are available on our website:
http://www.aiimsjodhpur.edu.in.
Last date for submission of online applications will be 24th September, 2018. 
EN 23/36 Administrative Officer

Vidya Bhawan Krishi Vigyan
Kendra, Badgaon, Udaipur

(Rajasthan)
(An Institution of Vidya Bhawan Society) 

(A project run by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi)
Applications are invited for the following position in Vidya Bhawan Krishi Vigyan
Kendra, Udaipur. Application form can be obtained from our website www.vidyabhawan.org
along with a DD/IPO in favour of Vidya Bhawan Society worth Rs.200/- towards the
cost of the application form. However, the candidates belonging to SC/ST, woman and
PH categories are exempted from the payment of application form fee. Appointment
shall be made on probation. This is a project appointment.
1. SUBJECT MATTER SPECIALIST T-6 (HORTICULTURE) IN THE PAY BAND-

3 OF Rs.15600- 39100 + Grade Pay of Rs. 5400/-
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
Master's degree in Horticulture or equivalent qualification from a recognized
University.
Desirable Qualification:
1. Minimum two years work experience in rural area / rural development /
transfer of technologies.
2. Working knowledge of computer.
AGE - Not more than 35 years.

2. SUBJECT MATTER SPECIALIST T-6 (HOME SCIENCE) IN THE PAY BAND-
3 OF Rs. : 15600-39100 + Grade Pay Rs. 5400/-
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
Master's degree in Home Science or equivalent qualification from a recognized
Agriculture University. She/he should possess Bachelor of Science four year
degree in Home Science from recognized Agriculture University.
Desirable Qualification:
1. Minimum two years work experience in rural area / rural development /
transfer of technologies.
2. Working knowledge of computer.
AGE- Not more than 35 years

3. SUBJECT MATTER SPECIALIST T- 6    (AGRONOMY) IN THE PAY BAND-3
OF Rs. : 15600-39100 + Grade Pay Rs. 5400/-
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
Master's degree in Agronomy or equivalent qualification from a recognized
University.
Desirable Qualification:
1. Minimum two years work experience in rural area / rural development /
transfer of technologies.
2. Working knowledge of computer. 
AGE - Not more than 35 years.

4. STENOGRAPHER GRADE III - IN THE PAY BAND-1 OF Rs. : 5200- 20200 +
Grade Pay Rs. 2400/-
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
12th class pass or equivalent from a recognized Board.
Professional Efficiency: The candidates will be given a dictation test in English
or Hindi at 80 W.P.M for 10 minutes. The candidates opt to take the test in
English will be required to transcribe the matter in 50 minutes on computer while
this time limit is 65 minutes for the candidates preparing Hindi.
AGE - 18-27 Years.

5. SKILLED SUPPORT STAFF - IN THE PAY BAND-1 OF Rs. : 5200-20200 +
Grade Pay Rs.1800/-
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATION:
Matriculation or equivalent pass from recognized Board 
AGE -18-25 Years.

Note : There is no age limit for internal candidates for all the posts from amongst
employees of Vidya Bhawan Society.
Closing date of submission of application form is one month from the date of
advertisement/publication. The filled application should be sent to Vidya Bhawan
Society, Dr. Mohan Sinha Mehta Marg, Fatehpura, Udaipur. Applications can be had
from Vidya Bhawan Society, Dr. Mohan Sinha Mehta Marg, Fatehpura, Udaipur
(Rajasthan), Phone No. 0294 - 2450911.

Secretary
EN 23/39 Staff Selection Committee

Central Pollution Control
Board

(Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change)
'Parivesh Bhawan', East Arjun Nagar
Shahdara, Delhi-110032

Advt. No. 04/SO(Dep.)/2018-Admin.(R)
Applications are invited for following posts on deputation basis in
Central Pollution Control Board:-
S. Name of the Post/Level in No. of Posts Age Limit 
No. the Pay Matrix

DEPUTATION BASIS
01. Section Officer 02 Posts Upto 56 

Level-7 in Pay Matrix years
(Rs. 44,900-1,42,400/-

Detailed advertisement with eligibility criteria & prescribed
application form can be downloaded from our website
www.cpcb.nic.in. Candidate with required criteria may send their
applications within 30 days from date of publication of
advertisement in the Employment News and 45 days for the
applicant from far flung area to the Senior Administrative Officer,
Administration, (Recruitment) Central Pollution Control Board,
"Parivesh Bhawan", East Arjun Nagar, Shahdara, Delhi-110032.
davp 13113/11/0009/1819 Senior Administrative Officer

“Government strives to have a workforce which reflects gender balance and women candidates are
encouraged to apply."

CEPTAM-09/STA-B Advertisement : Corrigendum
Reference made to CEPTAM-09/STA-B Advt published in Employment News dated 04-10 Aug 2018 and
also available in our website www.drdo.gov.in the following amendment is made for the general
information of all concerned :
Closing date of submission of online application for CEPTAM-09/STA-B Advertisement has been
extended from 29th August 2018 (05:00 PM) to 13th September 2018 (05:00 PM). Crucial date of
eligibility i.e. 29th August 2018 and other conditions of eligibility remain same as published in
Advertisement in Employment News dated 04-10 August 2018.

Contact Us
The Director Helpline: 011-23882323

Center for Personnel  Talent Management (CEPTAM), DRDO, E-mail: ceptam-drdo@gov.in
Ministry of Defence, Metcalfe House, Civil Lines, Delhi-110054 Website: www.drdo.gov.in

Keep visiting CEPTAM Notice Board on website www.drdo.gov.in for important announcements/
information throughout the recruitment process at its various stages.

DIRECTOR, CEPTAM
davp 10301/11/0125/1819 EN 23/66

CENTRE FOR PERSONNEL TALENT MANAGEMENT (CEPTAM)
(Scrutinize, Actualize & Recognize Humen Potential)
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All India Institute of Medical Sciences
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110608

Examination Section
Admission Notice No. 58/2018

Ref. No. F. AIIMS/Exam. Sec./Advt./4-5/(PG-JAN-19)/2018 29.08.2018
AIIMS-PG (POSTGRADUATE) COURSES-JANUARY 2019 SESSION

All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi invites online applications for
Entrance Examinations leading to admission in Postgraduate [MD/MS/M.Ch (6
years)/DM (6 years)/MDS] Courses of AllMS, New Delhi and six other AllMS (Bhopal,
Bhubaneswar, Jodhpur, Patna, Raipur & Rishikesh) for January 2019 session.

Online Registration for applications
Online Basic Registration open for all MD/MS/MDS Starts on Closes on
courses. 31.08.2018 20.09.2018
Status updated Online Registration 26.09.2018
Final Status and updated images 27.09.2018 01.10.2018
Uploading Prospectus including Tentative Seat Position 04.10.2018
Final Registration for completion of other details : 05.10.2018 15.10.2018 
Qualification, City Choices, Payment. (Open only to 
accepted Basic Registrants)
Date of Examination Sunday, 18th November, 2018
Examination Timings Medical Courses 09:00 AM - 12:00 Noon

Dental Courses 09:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Examination Centres Cities all over India

Important : Please see new process for Registration (PAAR) vide notice No.
68/2018 dated 29.08.2018. For Prospectus, detailed information etc. please visit the
website www.aiimsexams.org. All applicants are required to visit the website
regularly since all subsequent Corrigendum/Addendum/Updates will only be uploaded
on the website.

ASSISTANT CONTROLLER (EXAMS.)
davp 17112/11/0035/1819 EN 23/79

All India Institute of Medical Sciences
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110608
Admission Notice No. 51/2018

AIIMS-DM/M.Ch/MD (Hospital Administration) & Fellowship Programme
January, 2019 Session

All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi invites online applications for
Entrance Examinations leading to admission in Post-Doctoral [DM/M.Ch. (3 years)/
MD (Hospital Administration) & Fellowship Programme] of AIIMS, New Delhi for
January, 2019 session.

Online Registration for applications
Course Institutions Opens on Closes on
DM/M.Ch. (3 years)/ & MD AIIMS-New Delhi 04.09.2018 24.09.2018
(Hospital Administration) and other AIIMS at 5:00 pm
Fellowship Programme AIIMS-New Delhi only 14.09.2018 05.10.2018

at 5.00 PM
Date of Entrance Examination

Course Date of Exams. Duration of Exam. Exam Centre
DM/M.Ch. (3 years)/ & MD 04.11.2018 10:00 AM to 4 Metro Cities in India
(Hospital Administration) (Sunday) 11.30 AM (Delhi/NCR, Mumbai

Kolkata & Chennai)
Fellowship Programme 11.11.2018 10:00 AM to Delhi/NCR

(Sunday) 11:00 AM
Important: For Prospectus, detailed information etc. please visit the website
www.aiimsexams.org All applicants are required to visit the website regularly since
all subsequent Corrigendum/Addendum/Updates will only be uploaded on the website.

Assistant Controller (Exams.)
davp 17112/11/0033/1819                                                                       EN 23/78  

Technology Development Board
(       (A Statutory body of Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India) 

Wing -A, Ground Floor, Vishwakarma Bhawan 
Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg, New Delhi -110 016

VACANCY NOTICE
Applications are invited from eligible Indian citizens for filiing up of the following posts
in Technology Development Board: -
SI. Post Pay Scale Pay Scale No. of Mode of Recruitment
No. as per as per Post and eligibility Criteria

Recruitment 7th CPC
Rules

1. Director/ Rs.143000- Pay Level 13 01 Deputation(including 
Deputy 400-18300/-/  of Pay Matrix/ short term contract)/
Secretary Rs.12000- Pay Level 12 Absorption.

375-16500/- of Pay Matrix
2. Deputy Rs. 12000- Pay Level 12 01 Deputation (including

Legal 375-16500/- of Pay Matrix short term contract) /
Adviser Absorption

3. Section Rs. 6500- Pay Level 8 01 Deputation (including
Officer 200-10500/- of pay Matrix short term contract)/

Absorption.
1. TDB's website i:e http://www.tdb.gov.in may be referred for detailed Vacancy
Notice along with application format and other terms and conditions etc.
2. Last date for receipt of applications: 05th Oct 2018, 5:00 PM.

Under Secretary
davp 36106/11/0005/1819 EN 23/80

⁄UÊC˛UËÿ ªÁÃ‡ÊË‹ ÁŒ√ÿÊ¥ª¡Ÿ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
National Institute for Locomotor

Disabilities (Divyangjan)
ÁŒ√ÿÊ¥ª¡Ÿ ‚‡ÊÁÄÃ∑§⁄UáÊ Áfl÷Êª, ‚Ê◊ÊÁ¡∑§ ãÿÊÿ ∞fl¥ •ÁäÊ∑§ÊÁ⁄UÃÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U

Department of Employment of PwDs (Divyangjan), Ministry of Social Justice
and Empowerment, Govt. of India

’Ë.≈UË. ⁄UÊ«U, ’Ÿ„ÈUª‹Ë, ∑§Ê‹∑§ÊÃÊ-700090/ B.T. Road, Bon-Hooghly, Kolkata-700090
Phone: 2531-0279, 2531-0610/Tele Fax: 2531-8379
E-mail: mail@nioh.in and web: www.niohkol.nic.in

NO.-PGDDRM-2018-2019/2601/SER/2018/NILD/1039        Date-24.08-2018

ADMISSION NOTICE FOR PGDDRM COURSE 2018-19
Applications are invited from eligible candidates for admission to course 'Post
Graduate Diploma in Disability Rehabilitation Management' (PGDDRM) under
West Bengal University of Health Sciences, Kolkata. The training focuses on
rehabilitation management, development of administrative & leadership skills and learn
to manage a team of Medical /Rehabilitation Professionals.
Eligibility: Registered Rehabilitation Professional/Personnel with Graduation

OR
Degree in Psychology/ Clinical Psychology/ Sociology/ Social Work/ Disability Studies
preferably with one year experience in the area of disability

OR
Graduation in Medicine 
Duration of the course: One Academic Year ;
Course Capacity: 15
Last date submission of completed application: 17th September, 2018
Date of commencement of class: 10th October, 2018
Date of aptitude & written test notice will be given in the website.
Selection through written/aptitude test & group discussion. 
Candidate should apply in the prescribed format available in our website
www.niohkol.nic.in.

Director
davp 38113/11/0013/1819 EN 23/81

School of Archival Studies 
National Archives of India

ADMISSION NOTICE

77th  short term certificate course in "Care & Conservation of Books, Mss. &
Archives"
Duration : 29 October 2018 to 22 December 2018.
Objective : To  train  the  trainees in  the scientific methods of conser-

vation, repair, rehabilitation, storage and handling of Docu-
mentary Heritage.

Eligibility : Second Class Graduate from a recognized University,
preferably in science.

Reservation : Seats are reserved for private candidates of SC/ST/OBC/
persons with disability as per Government norms.

Age : Below 30 years for private candidates
Below 50 years for sponsored candidates

Application Fee : Rs. 100/- through Indian Postal Order or DD/Bankers 
Cheque payable to the Director General of Archives,National 
Archives of India at New Delhi.

Course Fee : Rs. 300/- (Rupees three hundred) only, non- refundable, to
be paid at the time of admission.

How to Apply : Application in  the prescribed proforma alongwith attested 
copies  of certificates of educational qualification, age and
caste  and application fee be sent to The Director General
of Archives, National Archives of India, Janpath, New 
Delhi- 110001. Applicants employed in Central & State Govt. 
and PSU's should apply through proper channel.

Last date of  receipt : 5 October 2018
of application
Boarding & Lodging : The School has no Boarding and Lodging facilities.
Application form can be downloaded from our website http//nationalarchives.nic.in
under what's new.

FORMAT OF APPLICATION
77th  short term certificate course in “Care & Conservation of Books, 

Mss. & Archives”
(29 October 2018 to 22 December 2018)

1. Name of Applicant :
2. Father's/Husband's Name :
3. (a) Date of Birth

(b) Age as on closing date    :                                                 
4. Category General / SC /ST / OBC / PH 
5. Postal Address,

Tel.No. & e-mail ID
6. Permanent Address :
7. Details of crossed Indian :

Postal Order/Demand Draft
8. Academic Qualification (Enclose attested copies of mark list/certificates)

Examination Subject Year of Division Percentage Name of 
Passed Passing of Marks University

Date: Signature of Candidate
9. In case of sponsored applicants

(a) Name & address of the Department where employed:
(b) Post held at present :

Signature and Seal of the
sponsoring authority

Fax/ Telephone No.
EN 23/75
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EN 23/56

EN 23/85

Indian Pharmacopoeia Commission 
(Ministry of Health & Family Welfare) 

Government of India
Sector- 23, Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad

The Indian Pharmacopoeia Commission (IPC) is an Autonomous Body, set up under the Ministry of
Health & Family Welfare primarily with the objective of periodically updating of the Indian Pharmacopoeia,
the book of standards for the drugs; the National Formulary of India, the book of reference on the Drugs;
and other related tasks such as preparing, certification and distribution of reference substance; assist the
National Pharmacovigilance Programme, testing of new drugs and review of technical dossier of drugs
for purpose of monograph development for Indian Pharmacopoeia. It promotes rational use of medicines
through generic prescriptions. The IPC on path of evolving as a modern scientific institution of
international standard.
S. Name of the post Qualification Posts Consolidated 
No. Month
1. Library & Information Master’s Degree in Library & Information Science 01 Rs. 25,000/- 

Assistant from a recognized University/Institution.
 Min. 3 yrs professional exp. in reputed 

library/Institution.
2. System Analyst First class  B.E/B. Tech or equivalent degree in 01 Rs. 42,000/- 

Computer Science/ Information Technology/
MCA from AICTE approved Institute/UGC 
recognised University with at least 2 yrs of post 
qualification relevant work experience. OR
DOEACC ‘B’ level with at least 3 years of post-
qualification relevant work experience. OR
M.Tech/ME. in Computer Science/Information 
Technology from AICTE approved Institute/
UGC recognized University with at least 1 year 
of post-qualification relevant work experience. 

3. Pharmacopoeial Master’s degree in Pharmaceutical Sciences/ 31 Rs. 25,000/-
Associate Chemistry/Bio-Chemistry/Microbiology or 

equivalent. Preference will be given to young, 
dynamic personnel having experience in drug 
testing and analysis of Active Pharmaceutical    
Ingredient (API), handling of modern analytical  
instruments along with good knowledge of 
computers.

4. Pharmacovigilance Minimum Qualification  should  be MBBS/ 45 Rs. 25,000/-
Associate BDS/M.Pharm./Pharm. D from a recognised 

University. OR Candidate with  Post  Graduate 
degree  in  the  relevant  field having one year
experience in Pharmacovigilance/Pharmaco-
vigilance Programme of India.

5. Graphic Designer Bachelor’s Degree in Arts/Designs with one year 01 Rs. 25,000/- 
experience. OR Professional Diploma in Graphic 
Design with minimum 2 year experience.

6. Management Graduate in Science with MBA having two years 01 Rs. 40,000/- 
Assistant experience in international cooperation.

General lnstructions :-
The Competent Authority reserves the right to accept or reject the applications without assigning any
reason.
1. No TA/DA shall be paid for attending the interview. It is not obligatory on the part of IPC to call for

interview every candidate who possess the essential qualification.
2. Interested candidates, who have requisite qualifications and experience, may submit their application

in the prescribed format available on IPC website www.ipc.gov.in along with self-attested copies of
relevant documents related to educational qualification and experience to “Administrative Officer,
Indian Pharmacopoeia Commission (IPC), (Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government
of India), Sector- 23, Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad-201002, U.P.” so as to reach within 21 days from the
date of its publication.

EN 23/87 Admn. Officer

Department of Posts, India
Office of the Manager, Mail Motor Service 

Ernakulam, Kochi-682016 
No. B/MS/Rectt/Dvr (2018)   dated at Kochi-16   the 20.08.2018
Applications are invited from the eligible Indian Citizens for filling
the following vacancies in the Office of the Manager, Mail Motor
Service Ernakulam, Kochi - 682016.

SI Name of Vacancies Pay Scale
No. Post
1. Staff Car Driver 5 Level 2 in Pay Matrix 

(Ordinary Grade) Table as per 7th CPC.
Pay will be regulated
as per rules.

Application in prescribed proforma completed in all respect should
reach in the following address "Manager, MMS Ernakulam, O/o
SRM, RMS 'EK' Division, 5th  Floor, Ernakulam Head Post
Office  Building, Hospital Road, Kochi - 682011" on or before
30.10.2018. For details visit the website www.indiapost.gov.in.

Manager, Mail Motor Service Ernakulam,
EN 23/42 Kochi-682016

Tel. No. 011-23075321

Ministry of Home Affairs
(Department of Border Management)

Government of India
Appointment of Secretary (JS level) in Land
Ports Authority of India (LPAI)-on deputation
basis.
Applications are invited by the Government of
India, Ministry of Home Affairs, Department of
Border Management to fill up the post of
Secretary (JS level) in the Land Ports Authority of
India (LPAI).
2. The details and other terms & conditions are

available on the website of the Ministry of Home
Affairs at http://mha.nic.in/vacancies, LPAI at
www.lpai.gov.in and NCS portal www.ncs.gov.in. 
3. Last date for receiving applications through
proper channel is 30.09.2018 (1200 hrs).
Incomplete application and applications received
after last date shall not be considered.
4. Address for sending applications:
Mr. P.K. Srivastava, Under Secretary (BM-II/LPAI)
Room No. 20, 2nd Floor, Major Dhyan Chand
National Stadium,
Department of Border Management, Ministry of
Home Affairs, New Delhi-110001. 
davp 19142/11/0002/1819

Government of India

Ministry of Shipping
(Pot Parivahan Mantralaya)

(SL Desk)
Transport Bhavan, 1, Parliament Street

New Delhi-110001
Vacancy Circular No. LH-11020/9/2018-SL Dated 23-8-2018
Applications are invited to fill up two posts of Deputy Director by deputation in Pay
Band 3: Rs. 15,600-39,100 + Rs. 6,600 (Grade Pay) (pre revised ), Level-11 Rs.

67700-208700 of pay matrix in DGLL, under the Ministry of Shipping, which is a
General Central Service Group 'A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial post by Deputation.
The eligibility criteria and other details together with application form can be
downloaded from the website Ministry of Shipping www.shipping.nic.in from the
link "Announcements" - "Vacancy". The applications of the willing and eligible
officers may be sent through proper channel to the Director General, Directorate
General of Lighthouses and Lightships, Ministry of Shipping, Deep Bhawan,
A-13, Sector-24, Noida within 60 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement in the Employment News.
EN 23/25 Assistant Director

EN 23/55
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Prime Minister and will
continue to remember him.
The country will ever remain
grateful to Atalji for bringing
good governance in the main
stream. But, I just want to
touch upon one more facet of
Atalji's legendary personality
and that is the political
culture which Atalji gave to
India, his efforts in the
direction of bringing about
the changes in our political
culture, his efforts to mould it
into an organized framework
which proved very beneficial
for India and a bigger benefit
will accrue in days to come.
This is certain. India will
remain ever grateful to Atalji
for bringing the 91st
Amendment Act, 2003. This
change brought about two
important changes in India's
politics.

First one is that the size of
the cabinet in states was
restricted to 15% of the total
seats in the state Assembly.

And the second one is that
the limit under the Anti
Defection Law was
enhanced from one-thirds to
two-thirds. Besides, clear
guidelines were defined to
disqualify the defector.

For many years in India,
the political culture of forming
a very large cabinet was
being misused to constitute
jumbo cabinets not only to
create a divide but also to
appease political leaders.
Atalji changed it. This effort
of his resulted in saving of
money as well as of
resources. This also helped
in improving efficiency. It
could only be a visionary like
Atalji who brought in this
transformation and as a
result of this, healthy
traditions blossomed in our
polity.  

Atalji was a true patriot. It
was during his tenure that
the timing of presenting the
budget was changed. Earlier,
as was the British tradition,
the Budget used to be
presented at 5 pm because
in London, Parliament used
to start working at that time.
In the year 2001, Atalji
changed the time of
presenting the budget from 5
pm to 11 am. One more
freedom-the Indian Flag
Code was framed in Atalji's
tenure and it came into effect
in 2002. A number of such
rules have been included in
this code which made it
possible to unfurl the tricolor
in public places. This
provided a chance to more
and more of our countrymen
to unfurl our national flag.
Thus, he brought our
beloved tricolor closer to the
commonman. You must have
noticed how Atalji took bold

steps to bring about
fundamental reforms,
whether in our election
process or about the
shortcomings concerning the
people's representatives.
Similarly, you can see that
presently efforts are afoot
and discussions are being
held about simultaneously
holding the elections for Lok
Sabha and for state
assemblies. The
Government and the
opposition - both are putting
forth their view points. This is
a good development and a
healthy sign for our
democracy. I must say that
developing healthy traditions
for a sound democracy,
making constant efforts to
strengthen democracy,
encouraging open-minded
debates would also be
aappropriate tribute to Atalji.
Reiterating our resolve to
fulfill his dream of a
prosperous and developed
India, I along with all of you
pay tributes to Atalji.

My dear countrymen!
whenever a discussion about
Parliament is there
nowadays, it is about hold-
ups, noisy scenes and
stalling the proceedings but
when something good
happens, it is not given much
importance. The monsoon
session of Parliament ended
just a few days back. You will
be glad to know that the
productivity of Lok Sabha
remained 118 percent and
that of Rajya Sabha was 74
percent. All the members
rose above party interests to
make the Monsoon session
most productive and this is
why Lok Sabha passed 21
bills and in Rajya Sabha
fourteen bills were passed.
This Monsoon session of
Parliament will always be
remembered as a session for
social justice and youth
welfare. A number of
important bills beneficial to
the youth and the backward
classes were passed during
this session. As you know, a
demand to constitute an
OBC Commission similar to
SC/ST commission was long
pending for decades. The
country fulfilled its resolve
this time to make an OBC
Commission and also
granted it Constitutional
powers. This step will prove
to be the one to move
forward our march towards
achieving the goal of social
justice. An amendment bill to
secure the rights of
scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes also were
passed in this session. This
Act will give more security to
the interests of SC and ST
communities. This will also
forbid criminals from
indulging in atrocities and will
instill confidence among the

dalit communities.
No civil society can tolerate

any kind of injustice towards
the woman-power of the
country. The nation will not
tolerate those committing
rapes. With this point in view
Parliament has made a
provision of strictest
punishment by passing the
Criminal Act Amendment Bill.
Those guilty of rape will get a
minimum sentence of ten
years and those found guilty
of raping girls below the age
of 12 years will be awarded
the death sentence.
Recently, you might have
read in newspapers, that a
court in Mandsaur in Madhya
Pradesh, after a brief hearing
of two months, pronounced
the death sentence on two
criminals found guilty of
raping a minor girl. Earlier, a
court in Katni in Madhya
Pradesh awarded the death
sentence to the guilty after a
hearing of just five days.
Courts in Rajasthan have
also taken similar quick
decisions. This Act will play
an effective role in curbing
crimes against women and
girls. Economic growth will
be incomplete without a
social transfor-mation. The
Triple Talaq Bill has been
passed by the Lok Sabha
although it could not be
passed in the Rajya Sabha, I
assure the Muslim women
that the whole country stands
by them to provide them
social justice. When we
move ahead in the national
interest, a change in the lives
of the poor, the backward,
the exploited and the
deprived ones can also be
brought about. In the
Monsoon session, this time,
everyone jointly presented
an ideal approach. Today, I
publicly express my heartfelt
gratitude to all MP's.

My dear countrymen! The
attention of crores of Indians
is focused on the Asian
Games being held in Jakarta.
Every morning, first of all,
people look for newspapers,
Television, News and Social
Media to check Indian player
swinning medals. The Asian
Games are going on. I wish
to congratulate all players
who have won medals for the
country. I extend my best
wishes to those players who
are yet to compete. Indian
players are performing
exceedingly well in shooting
and wrestling but our players
are winning medals in those
competitions too, in which
our performance has not
been so good earlier-like
WUSHU and ROWING.
These are not just medals
but an evidence of the sky
high spirits of the Indian
players.

Among those winning
medals for our country are a

large number of our
daughters which is a very
positive sign; so much so,
that youngsters of only 15-16
years of age have brought
honour to our country by
winning medals. This too is a
very positive indication that
most of the medal-winners
hail from small towns and
villages and these players
have achieved this success
by putting in sheer hard
work.

We shall celebrate National
Sports Day on 29th August
and I extend my best wishes
to all sport lovers and also
pay my tributes to the
legendary hockey wizard
Shri Dhyanchandji.

I request every citizen to
make it a point to play and
take care of their fitness
because only a healthy India
will build a developed and
prosperous India. When
India will be fit, only then
India's future will be bright.
Once again, I congratulate
the medal winners at the
Asian Games and also wish
the remaining players
perform well. Many good
wishes to you all on the
National Sports Day.

Namaste Bhawnaji, I
respect your sentiments. All
of us have seen houses and
buildings being constructed
of bricks and stones but can
you imagine that about
twelve hundred years ago, a
giant mountain which was a
single stone mountain was
give the shape of an elegant,
huge and a unique -temple -
this may be difficult to
imagine, but this happened
and that temple is Kailash
Nath Mandir in Ellora,
Mahrashtra. Would you
believe if someone tells you
that about a thousand years
ago, an over sixty metres tall
pillar of granite was built and
another granite rock
weighing about 80 tonnes
was placed over its top. But,
Brihdeshwar temple of
Thanjavur in Tamil Nadu is
the place where this
unbelievable combination of
Engineering and Architecture
can be seen. Anybody will
feel overawed on seeing
Rani Ki Vaav of the 11th
Century in Patan in Gujarat.
Our land has been an
engineering laboratory.
There have been several
engineers in India who made
the unimaginable possible
and presented such marvels
of engineering before the
world. In this lineage of great
engineers, we were blessed
with a diamond whose work
is still a source of wonder for
all.He was Bharat Ratna Dr.
M. Visvesvaraya. Lakhs of
farmers and common people
continue to benefit from the
Krishna Raj Sagar Dam built

by him. He is greatly revered
in that part of our country and
the whole nation remembers
him with great respect and
regard. In his memory, 15th
September is observed as
Engineers Day. Following his
footsteps, our engineers
have created their own
identity in the world. When I
talk of wonders in the
Engineering world, I am
reminded of an incident of
2001 when a devastating
earthquake hit Kutch in
Gujarat. I used to work as a
volunteer there during those
days, I got a chance to go to
a village and had a chance to
meet a lady of more than a
hundred years of age. And
she was looking at me and
mockingly, saying, "Look at
my house. It is called
Bhoonga in Kutch.This
house has faced three
earthquakes. I myself have
seen three in this house
itself. But, you did not find
any damage anywhere.
These houses were built by
our ancestors in sync with
nature and surroundings of
this place". And she was
saying all this with such a
feeling of pride that it made
me think that engineers in
that era had constructed
such structures according to
the local situations which
kept the common man safe
and secure. While observing
Engineers Day, we should
think of the future as well.
Workshops should be held at
different places. What are the
things we need to learn in the
changing times? What do we
need to teach? What do we
need to connect to?
Nowadays, disaster
management has assumed
immense significance. The
world is facing natural
calamities. What then should
be the new form of structural
engineering? What courses
should be designed to that
end? What should be taught
to the students? How do we
keep construction eco
friendly? How can we
enhance the quality of
construction by making value
addition through local
materials? How do we make
zero waste our priority? All
such points need to be
pondered upon when we
observe Engineers Day.

My dear countrymen!
There is a mood of festivity
and with this the preparations
for Diwali also begin. We will
keep meeting through Mann
Ki Baat, and will keep
sharing matters close to our
hearts. We will join hands in
taking our country forward
with heartfelt vigor. With these
feelings, I extend my best
wishes to you all. Thanks. We
shall meet. -PIB

ENGLISH RENDERING ...
Continued from page 2
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and thus helped in generating employment.The Reserve Bank of India has set
targets and sub-targets under priority sector lending for all scheduled
commercial banks operating in India. 40 percent of Adjusted Net Bank Credit
or Credit Equivalent Amount of Off-Balance Sheet Exposure, whichever is
higher is required to be lend to the priority sector as indicated below:
(i) 18 percent of ANBC or Credit Equivalent Amount of Off-Balance Sheet

Exposure, whichever is higher, is set for Agriculture. Within the 18 percent
target for agriculture, a target of 8 percent of ANBC or Credit Equivalent
Amount of Off-Balance Sheet Exposure, whichever is higher is prescribed
for Small and Marginal Farmers.

(ii) 7.5 percent of ANBC or Credit Equivalent Amount of Off-Balance Sheet
Exposure, whichever is higher to be achieved for Micro Enterprises. 

(iii) 10 percent of ANBC or Credit Equivalent Amount of Off-Balance Sheet
Exposure, whichever is higher is to be given as Advances to Weaker
Sections.

Bank credit to Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs) extended for on-lending to
individuals and also to members of SHGs / JLGs is also categorised as priority
sector advance under respective categories viz., Agriculture, Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises, and 'Others', as indirect finance subject to certain
conditions.
PRESENT STATUS OF MSMEs*

Activity Estimated Number of Enerprises Share (%)
Category (in lakh)

Rural Urban Total
Manufacturing 114.14 82.50 196.65 31

Trade 108.71 121.64 230.35 36

Other Services 102.00 104.85 206.85 33

Electricity* 0.03 0.01 0.03 0

All 324.88 309.00 633.88 100

Employment in MSMEs*

Board Activity Employment (in lakh) Share (%)
Category

Rural Urban Total
Manufacturing 186.56 173.86 360.41 32

Trade 160.64 226.54 387.18 35

Other Services 150.53 211.69 362.22 33

Electricity* 0.06 0.02 0.07 0

All 497.78 612.10 1109.89 100

Credit Exposure to MSME Segments (in Rs. Lakh Crores)*

Period Very Small Micro1 Micro2 SME1 SME2 MSME
<10 Lakhs 10-50 50 Lakhs- 1-5 5-10 upto 10

Lakhs 1 Crore Crores Crores Crores
Dec 15 0.58 1.29 0.8 2.66 1.57 6.94

Mar 16 0.55 1.32 0.87 2.79 1.67 7.19

Jun 16 0.56 1.39 0.93 2.98 1.76 7.63

Sep 16 0.58 1.46 0.97 3.06 1.79 7.85

Dec 16 0.56 1.42 0.95 3.06 1.81 7.80

Mar 17 0.58 1.49 1.01 3.22 1.87 8.16

Jun 17 0.64 1.57 1.06 3.36 1.93 8.56

Sep 17 0.67 1.60 1.07 3.38 1.92 8.63
Dec 17 0.74 1.66 1.10 3.44 1.92 8.86
Y-o-Y Credit 31.9% 17.1% 15.6% 12.5% 6.2% 13.7%
growth (From
Dec 16-Dec 17)

*As per National Sample Survey (NSS) 73rd Round conducted during the
period 2015-16.

It can be seen from the above charts that bank finance to MSE sector has
played a significant role in nurturing MSEs where good employment
opportunities are created.

Another effort on the part of the public sector banks for increasing
employment in rural sector is their participation in Rural Self Employment
Training Institutes (RSETI), an initiative of Ministry of Rural Development
(MoRD) to have dedicated infrastructure in each district of the country to
impart training and skill upgradation of rural youth geared towards
entrepreneurship development. RSETIs are managed by banks with active co-
operation from the Government of India and State Governments. The main
objectives of RSETIs are:
1. To identify rural BPL youth and train them for self-employment,
2. To train them in specific areas after assessment their aptitude,
3. To provide hand holding support for assured credit linkage with banks and
4. To provide escort services for at least two years to ensure sustainability.

Some of the areas which are offered for training under RSETI are
Horticulture, Sericulture , Dairy Farming ,Poultry, Piggery,Mushroom
Cultivation, Sheep Rearing, Cultivation of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants,Bee
Keeping, Electric Motor Rewinding and Pumpset Maintenance, Servicing of
Digital Electronics, Tractor Servicing, Two Wheeler Servicing, Beauty Parlour
Management ,Digital Designing and Publication (DTP), Sewing Machine
Servicing and Repairs , Hand Embroidery, Food Processing & Bakery
Products, Dress Designing ,Agarbatti Making, Jute Products Manufacturing,
Paper Bag, Envelop & File Making, Computerized Financial Accounting
Computer, Data Entry Operation  etc.

As on date, 587 RESTIs are operational and 35 banks are participating in the
scheme. RESIs have trained 24,58,298 rural youth and out of them 16,12,310
have been gainfully employed. An amount of Rs. 342.75 crores has been
disbursed to them. 

Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) were set up as state-sponsored, regionally
based and rural oriented institutions under the Regional Rural Banks Act,
1976. The RRBs are owned by the Central Government, the State
Government and the Sponsor Bank (Any commercial bank can sponsor the
regional rural banks) hold shares in the ratios of 50%,15% and 35%
respectively.

The mandate of RRBs is to serve the credit needs of the small and marginal
farmers, agricultural labourers, socio-economically weaker section of
population for development of agriculture, trade, commerce, industry and other
productive activities. The effective number of RRBs as on 31st March, 2014
stands at 57  and as on 31st March, 2014, these RRBs operated with a
network of 19,082 branches (17,861 branches during previous year) covering
642 districts. 75 per cent of the branches of the RRBs were in the rural areas.

As on 31st March, 2014, an amount of Rs.2173.43 crore has been released
to 38 RRBs in 20 States. The released amount includes GoI's contribution of
Rs. 1086.70 crore, State Govt's contribution of Rs. 326.04 crore and Sponsor
bank's contribution of Rs.760.69 crore. 

As on 31st March, 2014, the outstanding advances of RRBs stood at
Rs.1,59,302 crore and  the share of priority Sector advances of the total
outstanding advances of RRBs as on 31st March, 2014 is 81.74 per cent and
the share of agricultural loans is 56.68 per cent as on 31st March, 2014.

In addition to these common efforts being made by the public sector banks,
individual banks are also taking initiatives in social banking especially
generating self-employment opportunities in rural areas. For example; UCO
Bank has two unique social cum financial upliftment schemes namely, UCO
Uthan Scheme and UCO Samagra Gramin Vikas Yojana. Under the first
scheme, villages having large number of BPL families are adopted through its
nearest branch to bring the BPL families out of the clutches of poverty. The
Bank has adopted 31 villages in 10 states and by these efforts 6,568 BPL
families have been provided with credit assistance by Bank to uplift their
livelihood in a better way during the last 4 years. Under UCO Samagra Gramin
Vikas Yojana, the Bank has adopted 10 villages in 6 states for their all-round
development. Under financial assistance, Bank has given General Credit
Cards to small traders, Artisan Credit Cards to artisans and loans for animal
husbandry to rural folks including women.

ROLE OF BANKS IN EMPLOYMENT ...
Continued from page 1
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from the older one in as much as
it requires a very diverse base of
knowledge that can not  be
gained by reading up few books
, but, by wider consultations of
authentic  study materials on the
subject.

Linguistic skills: This skill
has two aspects. One, good
command over language  and
two, an attractive writing ability.
In other words, the main
components of linguistic skills
are: (a) crisp, lucid writing,  (b)
simple, original style, (c) well
connected paragraphs, (d)
command over short answer
writing (150- 160 words)

Without honing linguistic skills,
it is impossible to score high
marks  even if you have
accumulated adequate
information and knowledge  in
the subject. A pertinent question
to ask in this context is:  what
kind of writing is liked by UPSC
examiners? Well, there can be
no official answer available to
this question. But, experience
suggests that a well informed,
learned examiner will expect
your answer to be truly your
answer and not a text book or
journalistic answer. They are
keen to know how you answer a
question rather than what the
book or a journal or newspaper
narrates facts regarding it.
Therefore,  a good linguistic skill
must be honed by attempting to
write in your own style which of
course will evolve through
repeated writing practice. You
must have access to a good
mentor who can give you tips on
your writing skills. Though a
number of Test Series are
available in the coaching world,
these do not necessarily
enhance your writing styles
because not highly experienced
and competent examiners are
evaluating your copies. Thus,
you should not depend on mass
test series modules. A better way
will be to  write a few tests and
get them evaluated by some
competent person, say,  a
University professor, a senior
civil servant who know the
subject matter. They can give

you useful inputs to improve your
writing skills.

Each  Mains Paper requires
different terms and
terminolgies: Apart from
developing cognitive skills and
linguistic skills, you must
understand that your writing
style cannot  be the same for
each paper of the main exam.
This is so because, each paper
has a different syllabus and it
requires use of appropriate
terms and terminologies. To take
an example,  in Ethics paper, you
need a particular set of terms
that should occur in your answer
frequently and contextually.
Terms like generosity, altruism,
compa-ssion, integrity,
autonomy, accountability must
figure in your answers on ethics
questions as well as case
studies. Similarly, if you are
dealing with questions asked on
disaster management, terms
like, mitigation, adaptation,
rehabilitation, resilience must
figure in your answers. Again, if
you are answering questions on
international relations, terms like
multilateralism, unilatera-lism,
rules based order, inclusive
approach, enlightened self
interest etc must be used. Use of
these terms reflect your good
understanding of the issues and
will translate into better marks .
The examiner will appreciate
that you have taken a keen
interest to understand the
subject and you  know the
popular parlance used in a
particular subject.

Speed  writing is the name
of the game: In the present
mains format, you are required
to write 20 answers in GS papers
and 28 answers in the optional
papers. In three hours, it is
almost an impossible task. Many
candidates report after the exam
, including the top rankers, that
they could not answer all the
questions for paucity of time,
though they knew the answer.
This is a real challenge and one
must develop a speed writing
ability. By this, it is implied that
one has to write much faster
than the usual writing habit. In
each question, you can devote
only 6 to 7 minutes. This will
come through regular practice.
You must frame   a strategy   to

write fast and work on it over a
period of time. For fast writing,
you need to  remember the
following things.

1. Don't write long answers.
Though usually, an answer
should be of 150 words, the word
limit is not given much
importance. It is the quality of the
answer that matters. So, try to
write your answers in just 120-
130 words without fearing that it
would penalise you. UPSC in its
notification itself has stated that
the word limit is only indicative
and marks shall be given for in
depth knowledge and not
superficial knowledge.

2. Do not write on irrelevant
aspects. Just answer the
question.  Every question
requires specific answer.  So,
don't try to put information  not
asked in the question  though
the information may relate to that
question. It would unnecessarily
make your answers longer.
Suppose, a question is asked on
how ethics can  play a role in
restoring environment in our
times.  To answer this, you don't
need to define ethics and its
various components. Just begin
your answer by highlighting how
an ethical approach to
environment is key to solving the
problems it faces.

3. Write in a flow and
maintain it till last: In exam
situation, you are not going to
have the liberty to think, ponder
over each question comfortably
and then craft your answers. You
have to write and write in a flow
till you have gone to the last
question. For this again , you
need to rehearse in a simulated
environment

4. Save time on well known
answers: Some of the questions
asked will be well known to you
and you can write faster answers
to those questions. Attempt them
first so that you can save time for
little known answers which
would require time to think over
the answer before writing them.
You can use this method to your
advantage.
PRESENTATION OF CHARTS,
DIAGRAMS: In order to save
time, there is a growing practice
among the aspirants to put their
answers through presentation of
diagrams, charts etc. Though

scope does exist to buttress your
answers with diagrams, charts,
do not make it a regular item in
all your answers. Most of the
charts and diagrams are not
required. What is required
instead is an essay type of
presentation. Since mains is a
subjective exam, you cannot run
away from writing paragraphs
and just  answer a question
through diagrams etc. So, only
make a prudent use of such
projections in your answers.
POINT WISE ANSWER
WRITING: Again, many
aspirants are addicted to
presenting their answers
pointwise. They do this for two
apparent reasons, One, to
attract the attention of the
examiner and two, to save on
time. There is nothing wrong
about point wise answer writing
style as such, but writing the
entire answers in points goes
against the very philosophy of a
subjective exam like the mains.
Ideally, there should be a wise
combination of both essay type
and pointwise answers. I
suggest that even if there is a
scope to put a particular answer
in a pointwise format, you must
give a small introduction and
conclusion before  enumerating
the points.
UNDERLINING YOUR
ANSWERS: A large number of
candidates like to underline their
sentences  so that they are
highlighted before the examiner.
One needs caution in this
respect also. I have observed
that in many cases , the
highlighted sentences are not
something extraordinary but just
some piece of information. This
poses two problems. One, the
examiner may not be impressed
by your underlined sentence.
Two, you may distract his
attention from  other parts of
your answer. He will judge you
only on the basis of reading your
highlighted sentences and not
the full answer. Both are risky
propositions, therefore, try
avoiding  underlining
unnecessarily.
GIVING CAPTIONS TO YOUR
ANSWERS: Yes, captions do
serve a purpose. They highlight
the various aspects of your
answer. But each question   may

not lend itself to caption based
answer. So,  you have to be
mature enough to decide, where
captions will fit in and where not.
INTORODUCTION AND
CONCLUSION: Each  answer
has an introductory paragraph,
the main body and a conclusion.
In the introduction, you must
encapsulate the  answer so that
the examiner gets a feel of what
you are going to write in the
answer. In the main body, use
two, three small paragraphs
dealing with various aspects of
the answer. Finally, in the
conclusion, sum up the theme
and show the way forward.
USE OF QUOTATIONS:
Absolutely. If the context
requires, you can quote  Gandhi,
Nehru,  Mother Teresa and many
others to lend weight and
credence to your answer. But
you should be discreet in quoting
them . Unnecessary quotes
should be avoided.  I have seen
that  in many answers  students
will use the famous quote of
Gandhi: Earth has enough for
our need  but not for our greed,
without any contextual
justifications. So application of
mind  must precede quoting a
great person.  Never quote a
journalist or a diplomat's name in
your answers just because you
read his article in a newspaper. It
may not be appreciated by the
examiner. You can take their
views and present them in
general form rather than in
quotations. Only well known
names like Gandhi, Nehru,
should be quoted without second
thoughts rather than all kinds of
names.

Before you are writing the
main exam this year, you may
practice answer writing at least 5
times factoring in the
suggestions presented in this
article to reap full benefits.
(S.B. Singh is a well known
academician, IAS mentor and
trainer. He can be reached on
his email: sb_ singh2003@
yahoo.com)

IAS (MAINS)...
Continued from page 1

Publications Division bags 8 awards for 
excellence in book production

Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting bagged 8 Awards for
excellence in book production in Delhi Book Fair, 2018. Shri Amit Khare, Secretary,
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, gave away these awards in an event
organized at the Delhi Book Fair in New Delhi on August 30, 2018. The awards for
excellence in book production have been instituted by Federation of Indian Publishers
(FIP). These are given away every year during the Delhi Book Fair. Publications
Division got awards in various categories in Hindi, English and also for its catalogue of
publication. DPD's book on Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel - Sardar Patel: Sachitra Jivani
won first prize in general books (Paperbacks) (Hindi) category while the title 'Life at
Rashtrapati Bhawan' got the first prize in Cover Jackets (English) category. - EN

S. No. Title Category Prize
1 Sardar Patel : General Books (Paperbacks) First Prize 

Sachitra Jivani (Hindi)

2 Buddhism - The Path Art Books/Coffee Table Books Certificate
of Compassion (English) of Merit

3 Bharat 2018 Text Books & Reference Books: Second 
College & University (Hindi) Prize

4 Life at Rashtrapati Cover Jackets (English) First Prize
Bhawan

5 Yojana April 2017 Journals and House Magazines Second 
(English) Prize

6 Baal Bharati Journals and House Magazines Second 
September 2017 (Hindi) Prize

7 Pustak Soochi Price List, Catalouges & First Prize
Brochures

8 Untold Story of Digital printing (POD) Second
Broadcast during Quit (English) Prize
India Movement
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National
Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi on
29 August, 2018 chaired his 28th inter-
action through PRAGATI - the ICT-
based, multi-modal platform for Pro-
Active Governance and Timely Imple-
mentation. The Prime Minister
reviewed the progress of nine impor-
tant infrastructure projects in major
sectors such as railway, road and
petroleum. The projects are spread over several states including Andhra Pradesh,
Assam, Gujarat, Delhi, Haryana, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh
and Uttarakhand. He scrutinised the progress made towards the rollout of
schemes such as Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana, under Ayushman Bharat
and also Pradhan Mantri Jan Aushadhi Pariyojana.
The Government has said that demon-
etisation of high value currency notes
achieved its objective quite substantial-
ly and there is no cash crunch in any
part of the country. Briefing reporters in
New Delhi, Economic Affairs Secretary
Mr. S C Garg said, objectives of the
demonetisation like checking black
money, terror financing, promoting
digital transaction and weeding out fake currency notes have been achieved. Mr
Garg said, no high-quality fake notes  have been seen in the system in the last 20
months.Prime Minister Narendra Modi had announced the demonetisation of
high-value currency notes on 8th November, 2016.
Union Health Minister Mr. J.P.
Nadda launched the logo for
flagship health insurance
scheme, 'Ayushman Bharat' in
New Delhi. Giving power point
presentation on 'Ayushman
Bharat, the Health Minister said
that work is very much on track
to launch the flagship health
insurance scheme on Septe-
meber 25, on the birth anniver-
sary of  Pandit Deen Dayal Upadhyaya.  More than 10 crore poor & vulnerable
families will get the benefit with an insurance cover of Rs. 5 lakh per family per
year. The website and app will be launched on 15 September.
Centre and the six Northern States including
Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Uttarakhand, Rajasthan,
Himachal Pradesh & Haryana, have signed an
agreement for Lakhwar multipurpose project
on River Yamuna. The project in Uttarakhand
will solve water crisis in these States. Union
Minister Mr. Nitin Gadkari presided over the
signing of MoU between Ministry of Water
Resources, River Development & Ganga
Rejuvenation and Chief ministers of six States. Speaking on the occasion, he
said, besides water, the project will also improve ecology of Himalayan states.
Union Minister Mr. Dharmendra Pradhan has said that national SC-ST hub
launched by Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi has become a mass movement in
Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSME) sector. Addressing a SC-ST Con-
clave cum Exhibition in Bhubaneswar, the Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas
and Skill Development and Entrepreneurship said this initiative is a unique
program of grooming the SC-ST entrepreneurs who can create job opportunities
for hundreds of youths. 
The Government  has announced regulations which will enable the safe, com-
mercial usage of drones. The regulations will be effective from 1st of December
this year. Addressing the media in New Delhi, Civil Aviation Minister Mr. Suresh
Prabhu said, the regulations are intended to enable visual line-of-sight daytime-
only and a maximum of 400 feet altitude operations.
India has entered a club of select countries
as nation's first bio fuel powered test flight
successfully covered the distance from
Dehradun to Delhi. Turbo prop aircraft of a
budget airlines created history and has
started a journey that is sure to bring in more
economic and environmental benefits in
days and months to come.

International
Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi has said that the biggest opportunity for the
BIMSTEC countries is connectivity - Trade, Economic, Transport, Digital and
People to people. Addressing the plenary session of the 4th BIMSTEC Summit in
Kathmandu, the Prime Minister said, India is committed to working with member

countries on controlling terrorism and
drug trafficking. The 4th BIMSTEC
Summit was held in Kathmandu.  During
the summit, the leaders of seven member
states Bangladesh, Bhutan, India,
Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Thailand
adopted Kathmandu Declaration. An MoU
on establishment of BIMSTEC Grid Inter-
connection was also signed. On the side-
lines of the summit, Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi held bilateral meetings with
the leaders of the member countries.

Business & Economy
Shipping Ministry has signed a new
wage agreement benefiting one lakh 35
thousand port and dock workers and
pensioners. The agreement was signed
by Shipping Ministry, port officials and
workers federation in Mumbai. The new
pact will provide 10.6 per cent wage
hike to workers and pensioners. The
wage settlement covers Group C and D
employees benefiting at least 32,000 workers and 1 lakh pensioners in 12 major
ports across the country. The workers and pensioners will get this benefit for a
period of five-years, beginning January, 2017. The total financial implication of the
settlement for all the major ports for serving and pensioners is likely to be about
560 crore rupees per annum.
Finance Minister Mr. Arun Jaitley has said that India has the potential to be among
top three economies of the world in coming decades. The Minister said this while
inaugurating the new office of the Competition Commission of India in New Delhi
yesterday. He said, other economies in the world are growing at a much lesser
rate while the size of India's economy is enlarging.
India and Asian Development Bank have signed 346
Million dollar loan agreement to improve over 400 kilome-
ters of State highways in Karnataka. Finance Ministry, in
a release said, it will enhance connectivity and access to
economic centres across 12 districts in Karnataka. The
loan agreement for the Karnataka State Highways
Improvement Project was inked between Joint Secretary in the Finance Ministry
Mr. Sameer Kumar Khare and Country Director of ADB's India Resident Mission
Mr. Kenichi Yokoyama.
The Reserve Bank expects India's economic growth rate
to grow at 7.4 per cent in the current financial year on pick
up in industrial activity and good monsoon. The RBI
releasing its annual report in Mumbai said due to the
evolving economic conditions, real GDP growth for 2018-
19 is expected to increase to 7.4 per cent from 6.7 percent in the previous year.
The RBI said its monetary policy will continue to be guided by the objective of
achieving the medium term target for retail inflation of four per cent. Agricultural
production is likely to remain strong, growth in industry are strengthening and all
other major sectors are reporting robust sales and improvement in profitability.

Sports
India in Asian Games 2018

India has won 50 medals com-
prising 9 Gold, 19 Silver and 22
Bronze till Day 13 in the Jakarta
Palembang 2018 Asian Games.
It is now placed 8th in the table.
China continues to the top the
tally with Japan second and
South Korea third. In Athletics,
Manjit Singh won gold in men's
800 metres while Jinson
Johnson took silver. Ace shuttler PV Sindhu created history by becoming the first
Indian to win a Silver medal in Badminton. Arpinder Singh won a gold in the Men's
Triple Jump event with a jump of 16.77m. Swapna Barman won India's first - ever
gold medal in women's heptathlon at the Asian Games. Competing with a taped
chin due to a toothache, Swapna finished on top with 6026 points in 7 events. In
yet another good performance in track and field, India finished second in the first
ever mixed 400m relay race event, and got a silver. India also settled for two
Silver medals in Archery as both the Compound Men's and Women's teams lost
to South Korea in their respective Finals. India bagged two medals in Kurash, a
form of wrestling indigenous to central Asia, with Pincky Balhara winning a silver
and Malaprabha Yallappa Jadhav bagged a bronze, both in women's 52 kg cate-
gory. The Indian Men's Table Tennis team had to settle for a Bronze after losing
to South Korea 0-3, in the semi-finals. Dutee Chand won a silver in the 200m
event with a timing of 23.20 seconds. This is her second medal in Indonesia after
she finished second in the 100m final as well. Manika Batra and Sharath Kamal
settle for a bronze in the mixed doubles table tennis event.
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